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This study describes a survey of homeowners and renters, affiliated with a residential 
Condominium Association, who seem to be socially disconnected.  The lack of 
community social interaction appears to have created barriers in communication and 
information sharing among its members and rental population.  The survey was 
conducted to assess the Community's current level of social indicators, common concerns 
and information needs.  The findings in this study may provide insight into methods the 
community could adopt for improving communication, addressing information needs, 
and ultimately building a sustainable social network. 
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INTRODUCTION: THE DEMISE OF SOCIAL CAPITAL 
 
On August 11, 2001 a heavy rainstorm exceeded the capacity of a community's 
storm water drainage system.  Of the one hundred twenty four condominium units in the 
community, ten were flooded when up to one foot of water entered their homes.  
Although the rising water receded in less than an hour, severe damage was done to 
several units.  While affected residents scrambled to move contents of their homes to 
higher grounds, adjacent neighbors turned a blind eye to the uncharacteristic lakes 
surrounding the flooded buildings.   In the aftermath it was hard to fathom why 
unaffected neighbors did not offer assistance during the storm, or even drop by the next 
day to provide comfort or support.  Further perplexing was the lack of response from the 
property management company, who initially failed to return calls, and the fact that it 
was nearly two weeks before a member of the Home Owners Association Board 
acknowledged the problem.   
As a result of this misfortune it was apparent to those impacted that action needed 
to be taken.  Questions emerged as to how adjoining neighbors could be so disconnected 
from each other?  What prevented the Home Owners Association Board and property 
management firm from responding in a timely manner?  How could the community be 
rallied to support neighbors in the event of future disasters?   What would be the financial 
impact on the community as a whole?  How could the community be engaged to analyze 
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these issues and address upcoming communal needs?  Could improving communication 
and the sharing of information help create a sorely needed social network?   
There is a great deal of literature covering the phenomenon of social 
disconnection, how to identify community satisfaction, and implement best practices for 
disseminating information within a community.  Much of this relevant literature focuses 
on rebuilding communities rife with crime and poverty, while Brentwood * (* Pseudonym) 
is considered a safe 'middle-class' neighborhood.  Yet the techniques they cite, for 
empowering a neighborhood, are clearly tools that might be applicable in resolving the 
Brentwood Community's disengagement.   
The apathy displayed by the residents in the Brentwood Condominium 
Community, after 8% of its' members homes were damaged by flooding, is not unique.  
Literature abounds describing the decline of "social capital" referring to the relations 
among individuals -- their social networks and the cooperative exchange and 
trustworthiness that emerge from them (Putnam, 2000).   In the past the lack of 
"community" was often considered liberating, freeing one from expected societal 
obligations within closely-knit circles.   As people moved from small villages and towns 
to large cities seeking solitude and anonymity the bonds of familial commitment began to 
disintegrate.   Yet with time this desire to be independent exposed the drawbacks of 
limited social relations and absence of community bonds.  The results manifested 
themselves in a feeling of isolation for many, increased crime in neighborhoods, and a 
loss of caring for others (Etzioni, 1993).  While the Brentwood community does not at 
present have a crime problem, it mirrors the societal decline and resulting isolation 
described by both Putnam and Etzioni. 
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Declining social networks cannot be entirely blamed on the migration of 
individuals from traditional villages to cities.  Much of the literature recognizes a variety 
of factors impacting the loss of "social capital" overtime (e.g., Etzioni, 1993; Kingsley, 
1999; Poston, 1976; Putnam, 2000).  Factors they cite include rapid improvements in 
science and technology, women joining the work force, information overload, and the 
trend towards bigger corporate infrastructures.  But these same researchers believe there 
is a solution, albeit not simple, and suggest methods for reconnecting citizens to their 
communities. 
This study examined social indicators in The Brentwood Community using a 
survey incorporating multiple-choice and open-ended responses.  This research 
methodology was drawn from Poston's research  (1976, 1953) developed to help small 
communities increase civic involvement for the purpose of creating a better place to live.  
Additional survey questions were drawn from Kingsely (1999),  Kretzman (1993),  
Putnam (2000) and the National Survey of Homeowner Satisfaction (1999). This research 
also addressed community social interaction and ways to evaluate such interaction.  The 
results indicate that while Brentwood may currently lack a cohesive social network, 
indicators suggest there is potential for unifying the community through improved 
communication. 
APPROACHES TO REBUILDING SOCIAL NETWORKS 
For communities lacking a strong social network an approach suggested by 
Hallman (1984) is to identify the type of action needed from the residents' perspective.  
He suggests that two strategic avenues exist.  The first strategy is based on influencing 
what others do in managing a community.  For example, methods of influence 
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appropriate to a community could include increasing attendance at monthly Board 
meetings, forming special interest committees, and holding informational hearings on 
infrastructure concerns.  The second strategy Hallman identifies is based on taking 
control of the situation.   For example, contacting government services for assistance, 
forming self-help volunteer groups to take responsibility in times of emergency, or  
partnering with the public/private sector to explore alternative economic development 
opportunities if financial constraints are a factor.   While providing valuable insight, 
Hallman's methodology is somewhat general, and focuses more on rebuilding 
impoverished communities. 
Poston's approach (1976), like Hallman's, recognizes the need for a community to 
examine itself objectively from the resident's point of view.  But he cautions avoiding 
steps suggested in Hallman's second strategy, taking control, until further along in the 
process.  For this study of the Brentwood community Poston's strategy appeared more 
realistic and practical, suggesting a rebuilding process be undertaken in two phases.  The 
first phase would be short range in nature, and informal, with the second phase tackling 
long range issues in a more formal arrangement.  The first phase, which this research 
study addresses, aims to identify the underlying apathy, negative thinking and other 
roadblocks preventing civic involvement.  To effectively organize a community these 
obstacles need to be identified and discussed in an informal, unthreatening climate.  This 
requires that the whole community be engaged, not just the few, joining together in a 
fresh start towards community problem solving.    All aspects of neighborhood life 
should be examined.  Plans that can be formulated, undertaken quickly, and require 
minimal expenditures, should be completed during this phase.   Poston suggests allowing 
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a period of six to seven months for phase one, setting up special public meetings on a 
weekly basis if possible to engage the residents in open dialog on issues of concern.  
Although reaction may be negative at first to this demanding a schedule, the rewards of 
revitalizing a community through soliciting their input should become apparent.   
During phase one Poston stresses that although collecting information will take 
work, fun should not be left out of the equation during the process.   It will be important 
to set a firm meeting schedule in advance and not waiver once initiated to maintain 
consistency and build community trust.  Lastly the interaction should be kept informal to 
insure growing resident participation.  
This study's goal was to focus on a portion of Poston's phase one 
recommendations:  fact-finding and assessing the community's attitude.  The remainder 
of phase one, engaging the whole community in informal discussions, and the second 
phase, which involves formalizing long range plans to implement consensus goals, will 
be the topic of a subsequent research proposal.    
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A key to empowering a community is to understand its' needs.  Of paramount 
importance would be assessing the resident's attitudes, through a series of survey 
questions, as outlined in detail in Poston's phase one approach.  Each community has a 
different view of its' world, making them unique from all others.  How do they think 
about where they live? What do they consider to be the most pressing need?  What's 
important and unimportant, and what do they like or dislike about the current 
organization, facilities, and more?  What are the individual owners financial constraints 
or concerns?   Are they concerned about property values?  What information is needed to 
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build and sustain a social network?  Without understanding the concerns of a 
neighborhood it would be difficult to engage them in effective problem solving, having 
limited information to initiate dialog. 
Research Setting 
Brentwood was originally built as a rental development in the early 1970's, 
consisting of eighteen buildings including a small club house and 124 residential units: 
93 two-story two-bedroom apartments, 24 one-level three-bedroom garden apartments, 
and 7 two-story three-bedroom apartments.  Built upon what was once farmland, adjacent 
neighbors initially comprised a 440 unit single-story garden apartment complex, built in 
1949, and scattered smaller neighborhoods with diminutive single family homes built in 
the late 1940's and early 1950's.  At the time Brentwood was considered an ideal 
community, affordably priced, with beautiful grounds, a swimming pool, and located in a 
prime location just two miles from a major research university and a world class hospital, 
with two golf courses within walking distance.   In the mid 1980's Brentwood was 
converted to a privately run condominium community, at which time a Homeowners 
Association was chartered as a non-profit organization to manage the common grounds 
and services.   
Over the years the surrounding neighborhoods changed dramatically.  Additional 
apartment complexes were built, an upper-middle class residential neighborhood was 
developed to the east, and just last year a high-end mixed-use planned development 
opened for business, consisting of 258 luxury apartments, retail and office space, a 
retirement community, large single family homes, and lavish condominium units.   
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While property prices since the 1980's have skyrocketed for all long-term 
residents, Brentwood now seems to be stagnating.   For example, the once small 
diminutive houses to the west have over the years been renovated, once worth less than 
$40,000 they are now commanding upwards of $200,000 for homes frequently under 
2000 square feet.  The upper middle class neighborhood properties to the east, originally 
priced around $150,000,  currently range in value from $250,000 to nearly one million 
dollars for homes typically 4000 square and larger.  The new mixed-use development 
properties offered are similar in size and value to this more established upper middle-
class neighborhood.  Brentwood properties, typically just over 1000 square feet and 
originally priced in the high $50,000 range, currently command $115,000 to $130,000.  
Thus although Brentwood properties have increased considerably, they have not 
increased at the same rate as surrounding properties.  Similarly, incomes from rentals 
have not increased as much as surrounding properties.  For example, the 440 unit 
apartment complex, built in 1949, has been upgrading its facilities and now commands 
rents of $1,000 per month for units of less than 1000 square feet, with only one bathroom 
facility, which is nearly identical to what investment property owners earn when leasing 
their units in Brentwood which are larger, have private patios, and come standard with 
two and one-half baths.  
As a property owner in Brentwood, and one of the 8% impacted by the flooding 
that hit our community in August of 2001, I felt it was time to become civically engaged 
to address our changing environment and the outside forces that appeared to be reshaping 
it.  But like many, I knew few neighbors and lacked information about our Association's 
needs, financial concerns, and future direction goals.    
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Survey Instrument 
To capture the pulse of a neighborhood Poston's survey methodology (1976) 
provided a solid guide for developing this study's survey, yet certain topics were not 
relevant to Brentwood's population, such as social service needs, while other 
measurements deemed pertinent based on the community characteristics were 
overlooked.  Therefore, only selected questions dealing with years of residency, the level 
of community pride, opinions regarding the physical appearance of the grounds and 
buildings, friendliness and neighborliness were adopted from Poston and included in the 
survey instrument (see Appendix A).  For guidance on adapting Poston's survey, 
additional literature in the area of community assessment offered supplementary ideas for 
posing questions, along with validating Poston's approach as evidenced by frequent 
overlapping topics  (Kretzman, 1993; Putnam, 2000; National Survey, 1999).   
Putnam's research (2000) contains an in-depth compilation of societal statistics, 
taken from census data, sociology statistics, surveys, interviews, and more.  Putnam's 
work provided a great deal of material suitable for designing survey questions to 
benchmark against for identifying the presence, or absence, of  social capital within the 
small Brentwood Community.  Therefore, questions regarding individual voting habits, 
frequency of volunteering in the local community, and level of neighborhood socializing 
were incorporated into the survey instrument. 
Of particular relevance was the National Survey of Homeowner Satisfaction 
(1999), undertaken by the Gallup Organization on behalf of the Community Associations 
Institute Research Foundation.  The survey not only provided nationwide data to use as a 
benchmark, such as comparative statistics ranking community association responsiveness 
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and appropriateness of current assessments, but also further enhances Poston's and 
Putnam's material in specific areas.  Relevant questions included in the survey compared 
homeowner association satisfaction levels, newsletter readership and publication 
frequency, as well members' understanding of community covenants and rules (see 
Appendix B). 
In another vein, survey tools developed by Kretzman and McKnight (1993) focus 
on communities in need of creating self-help initiatives.  Their approach is to capture 
knowledge regarding an individual's capacity and experience.  Such as what skills do 
they have—cultural, professional, and educational?  What would they like to learn?  Do 
they have a business that sells services that could be of use to the community?  Although 
not as relevant for phase one of this study's initial data capture, several of Kretzman's and 
McKnight's questions overlapped with those presented by Poston and provided 
alternative presentation styles for consideration  (see Appendix B). 
In many cases questions or indicators culled from the above research material 
were modified before incorporating into this study's survey.  Revisions were made to 
address the unique characteristics of the Brentwood Community, consolidate similar 
threads presented by multiple sources, or to comply with formatting necessitated by 
printing limitations  (see Appendix B).  The final survey was reviewed and approved by 
the University of North Carolina's Academic Affairs Institutional Review Board that 
oversees all research involving human participants. 
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SURVEY RESULTS 
Distribution and Response Rates 
In early January 2002, a total of one hundred seventy five surveys were 
distributed to resident owners, nonresident owners, and current renters of the Brentwood 
Condominium Community (see Appendix A).  One hundred twenty four were hand 
delivered to each unit, and fifty-one were mailed to owners whose addresses indicated 
they lived off property.  Property owners and mailing addresses were confirmed utilizing 
records supplied by the local government's Land Records Department.  Five unique 
colors of paper stock were employed to aid in tracking.   For the initial distribution two 
unique colors were used for nonresident owners and three unique colors for resident 
occupants.  Because of the low initial response rate a second copy of the survey was 
delivered in mid-February to each community member who had not yet replied.  In the 
second distribution, survey colors were alternated to discourage multiple responses from 
any given recipient. 
The resulting overall response rate was 40.6%,  i.e., 67 out of 165 potential 
recipients, although an improvement over the 29.7% (49) initially received. In looking at 
these figures by respondent type the results are more promising (Table 1), indicating 
61.9% of the resident owners, 49.6% of all owners, and 51.6% of all condominium units 
were represented.  Response rate percentages were based on revised estimates indicating 
the maximum number of potentially valid survey responses to be 165 (Table 2).  
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Table 1. Survey Response Statistics 
Category Total Responses Total Population % Response 
Resident Unit Owners 39 63 61.9 
Non-resident Unit Owners 17 50 34.0 
All Owners 56 113 49.6 
Occupied Rental Units/Other1 11 52 21.2 
Units Represented by Responses2 64 124 51.6 
Total Survey Responses 67 165 40.6 
1 See Table 2; researcher note 3 for details 
2Actual may be higher; 5 surveys returned anonymously 
 
A caveat to the data analysis in both Table 1 and Table 2 remains the method used 
to determine condominium owner status (resident vs. nonresident).  These are estimates 
based on owner mailing address information provided by the local government's Land 
Records Department, after adjustments based on individual survey responses.   A 100% 
survey return would have been necessary to provide a more definitive breakdown.   
Table 2. Estimated Total Potential Survey Respondents 
ESTIMATED TOTAL POTENTIAL SURVEY RESPONDENTS 
 
Resident Unit Owners1 
 
63 
 
Non-Resident Unit Owners2 50  
Rental Units/Other Unit Types (various)3 61  
 
Subtotal 
 
174 
 
Less Other Unit Type: Vacant4 ( 9 )  
 
Total Estimated Potential Survey Respondents: 
 
165 
 
 
1 Estimate based on count of total Brentwood Community mailing addresses. Plus the addition of two resident-owners verified 
as using non-Brentwood mailing addresses (e.g., one uses a PO Box, the other a parents address for tax bills). 
2 Estimate based on count of total non-Brentwood Community mailing addresses. Less two resident-owners that confirmed 
using non-Brentwood mailing addresses mentioned above. 
3 Estimate determined by subtracting 'Resident Unit Owners' from total Units available (Table 1).  Various categories may 
include, but are not limited to, Rental Units, Vacant Units, Temporary Student Housing Units (Owned by non-resident 
parents), Units not confirmed vacant, 2nd Homes and other miscellaneous types.  
4 Confirmed vacant through visual inspection during survey distribution. 
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  It is interesting to note that prior to this survey the Brentwood Home Owners 
Association had been under the impression the community make-up was primarily of 
resident owners.  In some meetings Board members, and residents alike, referred to  
Brentwood's evolution from a rental property in the early 1970's, to an Association that 
had successfully achieved upwards of 80% owner occupancy.  If the method used to 
estimate the total potential survey respondents (Table 1; researcher notes) is accurate the 
reality indicates the population more closely resembles a 50/50 split; 51% resident 
owners to 49% rental/other type property owners. 
Demographic Profile 
Of the 67 total survey respondents 58.2% identified themselves as resident 
owners, 25.4% as non-resident owners and 16.4% as renters.  Out of the resident owners 
and renters 18% have lived in the community less than 1 year, 48% between 1 to 5 years, 
and 34% six or more years.  Excluding nonresident owners, 81.6% of the households 
consist of only adult occupants; 49% were one adult households and 32.6% were two or 
more adult households.  Households with one or more children, under 18 years of age, 
made up the remaining 18.4% of resident respondents.  Females completed the majority 
of surveys returned by all respondents (59.4%), and a broad range of ages was 
represented in both genders; 26.2% between 19-29 years of age,  29.2% between 30-49 
years of age, 32.3% between 50-69 years of age, and 12.3% over seventy years of age.  
Survey respondents represented a highly educated group with 79.7% having completed at 
least a 4-year college degree.  Those who at one time were enrolled, or received a degree 
in postgraduate studies, represented 51.6% of the total.   The majority indicated they are 
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employed full time, ranging between 51.1% to 62.5% in all categories.  Full time students 
were found among the resident population only, representing 21.3%.  Of the nonresidents 
62.5% indicated they are employed full time, while 24% are retired full time.  While 
14.9% of Brentwood Community residents are retired full time.  
Social Capital Indicators 
As discussed previously, social capital refers to relations among individuals, 
including their social networks and the cooperative exchange and trustworthiness with 
these networks.  To assess certain levels of social contacts in the Brentwood Community 
nine survey questions related to what Putnam refers to as formal connections while three 
probed for the existence of informal connections.  In Putnam's research he explains that 
both formal and informal methods that Americans use for connecting with their 
communities ultimately increase social capital.  Formal connections for example include 
involvement with political parties, civic associations, and similar community based 
interactions.  As Putnam (2000) explains: 
 
In recent years social scientists have framed concerns about the changing 
character of American society in terms of the concept of "social capital". 
….the core idea of social capital theory is that social networks have value.  
Just as a screwdriver (physical capital) or a college education (human 
capital) can increase productivity (both individual and collective), so too 
social contacts affect the productivity of individuals and groups.  
(pp. 18-19).   
 
 
To evaluate formal social connections in the Brentwood Community respondents 
were asked to rate the community on its spirit of progressiveness and civic involvement 
and willingness of residents and owners to get involved to achieve community goals 
(Table 3).  When combining all responses, 67.7% rated the community negatively for its 
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spirit of progressiveness and civic involvement, along with a 66% negative rating on the 
willingness of residents and owners to provide input or volunteer services to help the 
community.  It is interesting to observe that renters and resident owners perceived the 
community's participation levels more negatively than nonresident owners, although all 
groups were pessimistic. Of note was the 56.1% overall positive rating regarding the 
extent to which residents and owners are interested in being informed and made aware of 
Brentwood's needs and problems.  In this case, renters and nonresident owners were more 
optimistic than resident owners regarding the level of interest the community has in being 
informed about Brentwood's needs and problems. According to Putnam, this is common 
as the trend away from active participation has spawned a new group, not totally 
disengaged, but preferring to be armchair spectators relying on observation.  
Table 3. Civic Interests – perceived community involvement and interest 
How would you rate the 
Brentwood community on each of 
the following points: 
Response Resident Owners 
Non 
Resident 
Owners 
Renters 
The spirit of your community's 
progressiveness & civic involvement 
Fair or 
Poor 69.5% 50.0% 85.5% 
The willingness of residents & 
owners to provide input or volunteer 
services to help the community 
achieve its goals  
Fair or 
Poor 67.8% 62.5% 66.7% 
The extent to which residents & 
owners are interested in being 
informed & made aware of 
community needs and problems 
Excellent 
or Good 48.3% 71.4% 66.7% 
 
Tables 4 and 5 also represent formal social connections in The Brentwood 
Community by identifying active participation on the Home Owners Association Board 
or related committees.  Indirect indicators, involving individual participation such as 
voting habits, are presented as well.   
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Table 4. Civic Interests – Municipal voting habits 
And community board meeting attendance 
 
Response Resident Owners 
Non 
Resident 
Owners 
Renters 
Very 63.2% 50.0%* 54.5% How likely are you to vote in our 
Community's next (or your local) 
Township election? Somewhat 15.8% 7.1%* 9.1% 
On average, how often do you attend 
our Community's monthly board 
meetings?  
(excluding current Board members) 
No 
Meetings 48.6% 56.3% 100% 
* Note: nonresident respondents may have misinterpreted Question. 
 
It appears the Brentwood Community currently lacks a vital formal social 
network, as indicated by the negative perceptions and limited community participation as 
responses shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5; the exception was participation in annual 
association meetings, where attendance was neutrally ranked.  Yet, the non-participatory 
social connection indicators cited by Putnam, such as voting habits (Tables 4 and 5), 
reflect a dormant potential for increasing the Community's social capital. 
Table 5. Owner Attitudes related to Civic Interests –  
HOA Board participation, Meeting attendance, Association voting habits 
 
 
Response Resident Owners 
Non 
Resident 
Owners 
Do you currently, or have you served on 
the Homeowners Association Board in 
the last 10 years? 
No 92.6%* 100% 
Do you serve on any Homeowner 
Association committees? 
(excluding current Board members) 
No 72.2% 100% 
Have you attended an annual Association 
meeting in the last 5 years? Yes 56.8% 50.0% 
Did you vote in the last Brentwood HOA 
election (2001)? Yes 65.8% 75.0% 
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It can be important to understand the voting habits of residents because when: 
 
Compared to demographically matched nonvoters, voters are more likely to 
be interested in politics, to give to charity, to volunteer, to serve on juries, to 
attend community school board meetings, to participate in public 
demonstrations, and to cooperate with their fellow citizens on community 
affairs. It is sometimes hard to tell whether voting causes community 
engagement or vice versa, although some recent evidence suggest that the 
act of voting itself encourages volunteering and other forms of good 
citizenship.  (p. 35). 
 
When comparing the voting habits of survey respondents, 79% of resident owners 
and 63.6% of renters were either very likely or somewhat likely to vote in the local 
township's (or their local municipalities) next election.    Of the nonresident replies, 
57.1% indicated a similar positive response, although this figure may be low due to 
confusion with the questions wording.  For example, a few nonresident owners hand-
wrote as their response 'N/A – do not live in Brentwood's County' even though the intent 
was to gather input regarding voting habits in their 'local' municipality or community, if 
other than Brentwood.  Similarly, it seems likely the 35.7% who responded 'not very 
likely to vote' also misunderstood the questions intent.  Another positive indicator that 
implies formal social connections could be rebuilt was that 65.8% of resident owners and 
75% of nonresident owners, confirmed they voted in last years Brentwood Community 
Association annual meeting to elect new board members.  
To evaluate informal social connections in the Brentwood Community survey 
respondents were asked to rate the community on its friendliness and neighborliness, the 
ease with which newcomers are accepted, and how many neighbors in the community 
they have occasion to socialize with (Table 6).  Putnam believes informal connections are 
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far more frequent and beneficial to building upon social capital.  Putnam describes these 
connections as 
 
getting together for drinks after work, having coffee with the regulars at the 
diner, playing poker every Tuesday night, gossiping with the next-door 
neighbor, having friends over to watch TV, sharing a barbecue picnic on a 
hot summer evening, gathering in a reading group at the bookstore, even 
simply nodding to another regular jogger on the same daily route.  Like 
pennies dropped in a cookie jar, each of these encounters is a tiny 
investment in social capital.  (Putnam, 2000, p. 93). 
 
 
The figures in Table 6 seem to imply that there is little informal interaction between 
neighbors, even though the majority of Brentwood residents perceive the community to 
be friendly and welcoming of newcomers.   
Table 6. Resident Attitudes  – 
Community friendliness, newcomer acceptance, socializing 
 
 Response Resident Owners Renters 
How would you rate the Brentwood 
Community on its friendliness and 
neighborliness? 
Excellent or 
Good 72.9% 81.8% 
How would you rate the Brentwood 
Community on the ease with which 
newcomers are accepted? 
Excellent or 
Good 62.6% 65.7% 
Between 2-3 37.1% 18.2% 
One 25.7% 9.1% How many of your neighbors do you have occasion to socialize with? 
None 20.0% 54.5% 
 
 
Shared Concerns and Interests 
The Brentwood Condominium Community Assessment Survey was divided into 
six categories in an effort to identify and classify concerns and interests shared by 
community members.  The categories are: Community Attitudes (Aesthetics, Civic 
Interests, Management and Rules, and Social and Amenity Usage), Information Interests, 
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Resident Attitudes, Owner Attitudes, Demographics, and Comments (see Appendix A for 
a complete list of survey questions). While the preponderance of questions elicited a 
broad range of opinions (Appendix C), several questions stood out receiving the majority 
of votes. In all cases these highlighted survey responses were drawn from overall 
responses representing either the highest or lowest mean score within a questions range, 
or a 50% consensus on the positive or negative end, and in many cases both.  After 
meeting these criteria, each question was divided into subgroups representing resident 
owner, nonresident owner and renter responses, where applicable.   
Table 7. Highlights - Community Aesthetics/Maintenance 
 
Response Resident Owners 
Non 
Resident 
Owners 
Renters 
Property wide storm drainage Poor 54.5% 71.4% 36.4% 
Average Rating of Community 
physical appearance & maintenance 
 (Excluding Club House & Fire Barriers) 
Poor to 
Fair 64% 68% 58% 
 
 
While the Community's property wide storm drainage was the only question 
focusing on aesthetics to receive a consensus rating of poor, eight other questions within 
this section were negatively rated when combining fair and poor response totals. For 
example, overall negative ratings were given to landscaping (81.5%), sidewalk, stoop & 
patio maintenance (75%), fire barriers (69.6%), quality of lawn care (63.5%), exterior 
storage areas and doors (61.7%), gutters and downspouts (60.4%), exterior lighting 
(51.7%), and the paint and upkeep of building exteriors (51.6%).  The only positive 
aesthetic rating, when combining excellent and good responses, was the clubhouse 
appearance (88.3%), a facility that recently underwent a complete renovation.   Despite 
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the predominantly negative ratings in this category, it was interesting to note that 
question 2 of this section, 'Overall how proud are you of how The Brentwood 
Community looks as a whole' elicited a 66.1% positive response when combining 'very 
proud' and 'somewhat proud' responses. 
TABLE 8.  Highlights - Community Amenity Usage 
 
Response Resident Owners 
Non 
Resident 
Owners 
Renters 
Do you, your family, friends or 
roommates use The Brentwood 
Clubhouse? 
Never 64.1% 54.5% 63.9% 
Do you, your family, friends or 
roommates walk, run, bike, or roller 
blade in our neighboring 
communities? 
Daily or 
Weekly 59.0% 63.6% 90.9% 
 
 Regarding responses to social interests and amenity usage (Tables 8 and 9), four 
questions elicited consensus reaction that perhaps offer insight into potential community 
opportunities for rebuilding social connections.  While the clubhouse is a new facility, 
responses reflect that few currently use it, or even anticipate using it (32.7% 'won't use'), 
as indicated by the responses to question 6 in 'Section D: Owner Attitudes'.  Some of the 
comments regarding the clubhouse (see Appendix C, p. 81 ) may explain this lack of 
interest, especially: 
Owners have paid for [the] renovation of [the] clubhouse and therefore 
should not have to pay for its use – only for clean up. Also, the clubhouse 
should have a purpose to justify its being.  The furniture is inappropriate. 
There should be seating for more people. The small room could have a 
game table and chairs.  
(Brentwood Condominiums Community Assessment Survey, p.78, 2002). 
 
The second question infers that a majority of respondents use the neighboring 
communities for outdoor recreation.  Could the clubhouse be used for fitness activities?  
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Table 9. Highlights – Social Interests 
 
 Response Resident Owners 
Non 
Resident 
Owners 
Renters 
How important is it to you that The 
Brentwood HOA sponsor monthly 
Board meetings open to all owners; 
renters by invitation or request? 
Very 56.4% 68.8% 18.2% 
How important is it to you that The 
Brentwood HOA sponsors a 
neighborhood watch program? 
(e.g., crime, emergency response) 
Very 56.4% 50.0% 54.5% 
 
As for social interests (Table 9) a high level of importance was placed on the 
desire for Board meetings to be open to all owners, and renters as necessary, as well on 
having a neighborhood watch program initiated.  Could the community amenity usage 
and social interests indicators provide opportunities for building upon formal or informal 
connections within the community to increase social capital? 
The section of survey questions eliciting the greatest consensus input was focused 
on information interests (Tables 10 and 11).  Currently the community does not support a 
regularly published newsletter, yet readership rates indicate a positive interest and 
potential desire for quarterly issues.    Information interests of respondents tended to 
reflect a need for factual information providing details concerning the Brentwood 
Community's operations, such as updates on Board activity, monthly financial reports and 
meeting minutes.  There was less interest in seeing newcomer announcements, general 
interest articles, or including local merchant advertising in the newsletter.  Similarly  few 
were interested in having a published directory of residents and owners.  Although in all 
information interest categories, when combining 'very important' and 'somewhat 
important' responses, respondents overwhelmingly indicated a desire that all supportive 
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materials mentioned in the survey, aside from those highlighted here, be provided by the 
Community Association. 
Table 10. Highlights – Information Interests: Newsletter Content 
 
 Response Resident Owners 
Non 
Resident 
Owners 
Renters 
How often do you read The 
Brentwood Community newsletter? 
All the 
Time 67.6% 64.3% N/A 
Quarterly 46.2% 53.3% 30.0% How often would you like The 
Brentwood newsletter to be 
published? 
Note: 87.2% Resident Owners split between 
Qtly or Mnthly.  The median was 3 = Qtly. Weekly 2.6% 0.0% 50.0% 
How important is it to you that The 
Brentwood newsletter contains: 
Upcoming Brentwood Activities? 
(e.g., meeting schedules, social events) 
Very 59.0% 68.8% 45.5% 
How important is it to you that The 
Brentwood newsletter contains: A 
summary of Board actions? 
(e.g., work orders, fines levied) 
Very 74.4% 81.3% 30.0% 
 
 
Table 11.  Highlights – Information Interests: General 
 
How important is it to you that the 
HOA provide you with: Response 
Resident 
Owners 
Non 
Resident 
Owners 
Renters 
A Who to contact information sheet 
(e.g., HOA, Property Mngt., Township) Very 84.2% 75.0% 72.7% 
Brentwood legal documents  
(e.g., Articles of Incorp., Rules & Regs) Very 63.2% 68.8% 9.1% 
Monthly Board meeting minutes; 
including financials Very 63.2% 75.0% 20.0% 
A Resident handbook/welcome 
package for newcomers Very 75.7% 43.8% 45.5% 
A Directory of contractors; 
recommended or whom to avoid Very 73.7% 56.3% 20.0% 
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An issue worth noting is the fact that renters, although showing an interest in 
being provided selected information, are currently not offered community wide 
publications or documents through the Community Association.  They are wholly 
dependent on their landlords for any such material, even though they appear to represent 
nearly 49% of the community's resident population.  
Community Association Benchmark Comparison 
 
 
The Community Associations Institutes 1999 poll, conducted by the Gallup 
Organization, based on telephone interviews with 401 homeowners residing in a 
Community Association provides a final benchmark for comparison.  The purpose of the 
Gallup poll was to measure members' level of satisfaction with their community in 
general, as well their regard for the Community Association.    The Brentwood 
Community Assessment Survey asked similar questions in an effort to compare 
satisfaction levels with their findings as shown in the following tables 12 through 17. 
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Table 12.  National Poll - Property Value Comparisons 
 
Do you believe property values in your community are increasing or decreasing? 
 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%
Decreasing Rapidly
Decreasing Slightly
Remaining Stable
Increasing Slightly
Increasing Rapidly
Brentwood Community National Survey of Homeowner Satisfaction
 
As shown in Table 12, eighty-five (85%) of the nationally polled Community 
Association members believe the value of their home is increasing, either slightly (50%), 
or rapidly (35%), indicating that they feel the Community Association adds value to their 
home. In comparison, fifty-two (52%) of Brentwood Association members believe the 
value of their home is increasing, either slightly (36%), or rapidly (16%), which indicates 
Brentwood's Community Association adds less value to members homes than the 
National average. 
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Table 13. National Poll – Community Association Responsiveness 
How responsive is your Community Association to the needs of its residents? 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%
Not Responsive At All
Not Very Responsive
Somewhat Responsive
Very Responsive
Extremely Responsive
Brentwood Community National Survey of Homeowner Satisfaction
 
As shown in Table 13, Seventy-five (75%) of the nationally polled Association 
members believe their Community Association is responsive to the needs of its residents, 
either very responsive (58%) or extremely responsive (17%) indicating a fairly high 
national satisfaction rating.  In comparison, approximately sixty two (61.8%) of 
Brentwood Association members believe their Homeowners Association is responsive to 
the needs of its residents, either very responsive (18.2%) or somewhat responsive 
(43.6%), indicating a lower than national average satisfaction rating.  
A limitation to this comparison was the fact that the Brentwood Survey offered 
four choices for response  (very, somewhat, not very, or not at all responsive) while the 
national poll offered five with the addition of 'extremely responsive'.  Therefore, for 
percentage comparison purposes, Brentwood's survey responses  'very' and 'somewhat' 
were evaluated against the National Survey's  'extremely' and 'very' responses. 
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Table 14.  National Poll – Satisfaction Levels based on Price Willing to Sell Home 
 
Based on your level of community satisfaction, under which of the following 
circumstances would you consider selling your home? 
 
0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%
Consider Selling
Below Market Value
Consider Selling at
Market Value
Consider Selling at
5% Above Market Value
Consider Selling at
15% Above Market Value
Would Not Consider Selling
Under Any Circumstances
Brentwood Community National Survey of Homeowner Satisfaction
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As shown in Table 14, the nationally polled Community Association Members are 
so satisfied with their community that they would not consider selling their house at all 
(42%), or would only consider selling it for 15% above market value (38%). While the 
majority of Brentwood Community Association Members are also satisfied with their 
community that they would not consider selling their house at all (21.4%), or would only 
consider selling it for 15% above market value (38.1%), their overall satisfaction levels 
fall below the national average.  Comments made by survey respondents may explain 
some of the reasons for this lower level of satisfaction:  
Our reputation in the community is poor as a consequence [of the drainage 
problem] and [our Condominium Community] considered sub-standard. 
Of the so called 'upscale' condo communities [Brentwood] is not doing well with 
more rental and 'for sale' units vacant than [similar communities]. 
(Brentwood Condominiums Community Assessment Survey, p. 81, 2002) 
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Table 15.  National Poll – Understanding of Rules After Buying Property 
 
How well do you understand the community’s covenants, rules, and restrictions now? 
 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%
No Understanding
Poor Understanding
Fair Understanding
Very Good
Understanding
Extremely Good
Understanding
Brentwood Community National Survey of Homeowner Satisfaction
 
 
As shown in Table 15, most nationally polled Community Association members 
have a very good understanding (89%) of the community’s rules and restrictions now, 
which is an increase in their understanding of the rules before buying.  In comparison, 
less than half of Brentwood's survey respondents have a good understanding (47%) of the 
community's rules and restrictions. Although this is an increase over their understanding 
of the rules before buying (24.2%) or renting, Brentwood's survey respondents overall 
understanding of their rules and restrictions falls below the national average. 
A limitation to this comparison was the fact that the Brentwood survey offered 
four choices for response (good, fair, poor, or no understanding) while the national poll 
offered five with the addition of 'extremely good'.  Therefore, for percentage comparison 
purposes, Brentwood's survey responses of 'good' were judged against the National 
Survey's 'extremely' and 'very good' responses.    
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Table 16.  National Poll – How Safe is Community 
 
How safe do you feel in the community you live in? 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
Extremely Unsafe
Not Very Safe
Somewhat Safe
Very Safe
Extremely Safe
Brentwood Community National Survey of Homeowner Satisfaction
 
As shown in Table 16, the majority of nationally polled Community members feel 
at least very safe (82%) in their communities, which is a leading driver in their overall 
satisfaction with their communities according to the Gallup Organization.  Yet in the 
national poll seventeen (17%) felt somewhat safe and two (2%) felt not very safe.  In 
comparison, Brentwood respondents feel at least somewhat safe (100%), with zero (0%) 
of its residents indicating they felt not very safe.   
A limitation to this comparison was the fact that the Brentwood survey offered 
four choices for response (very safe, somewhat safe, not very safe, extremely unsafe) 
while the national poll offered five with the addition of 'extremely safe'.  Therefore, for 
percentage comparison purposes, Brentwood's survey responses of 'somewhat safe' and 
'very safe' were judged against the National Survey's 'extremely safe' and 'very safe'.   
Safety was the leading driver in Brentwood's overall community satisfaction. 
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Table 17.  National Poll – Newsletter Readership & Publication Frequency 
77% of Association Members polled in the National Survey, and The Brentwood 
Community Assessment Survey, receive a Community Newsletter, with frequencies broken down 
as follows: 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
Once a Year
Monthly
Quarterly
Weekly
All / Most of the Time
All the Time
Brentwood Community National Survey of Homeowner Satisfaction
Frequency of 
Readership:  
 
 
 
Frequency of 
Publication: 
 
 
 
 
As shown in Table 17, most nationally polled Community Association members 
receive a community newsletter and read it most, if not all, of the time (93%).  In 
comparison, most Brentwood Community Association members also receive a 
community newsletter and read it most, if not all, of the time (84%).  Yet Brentwood's 
frequency of newsletter publication falls below the national survey figures indicating 
Associations' typically publish newsletters on a monthly (53%) or quarterly (35%) basis. 
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DISCUSSION 
In examining social connections as indicators of social capital within the 
Brentwood Community a 'needs improvement' rating is likely in order, but there are a 
great deal of positive indicators. As Putnam suggests formal and informal methods 
Americans use for connecting with their communities ultimately increase social capital, 
which appears on the surface to be lacking in this Community.  Yet positive signs, such 
as the fact that most respondents indicated they participate in voting, at least at the 
municipal level and within their own community, suggest a population inclined to be 
civically engaged.  Perhaps if presented with activities of interest to them the Brentwood 
Community could be revitalized.  
Looking at the shared concerns it appears there are several key issues that offer 
the Community opportunities for implementing future initiatives targeted to enhance its 
social capital.  Increasing the use of the newly renovated clubhouse, instigating a 
neighborhood watch program and encouraging greater participation at its board meetings 
may be a good place to start.  Additionally, publishing a regular newsletter, reaching out 
to the rental population, and striving to improve the communities overall aesthetics each 
offer avenues that may ultimately improve social networks within the Brentwood. 
A major consideration, according to the Community Associations Research Institute 
Gallup poll findings is that 
The overall appearance of the community is the leading driver of most 
members wanting to live in a Community Association again and of 
members’ general satisfaction with their community.  [Additionally they 
cite] the financial attributes, location of the community, and responsiveness 
of the Community Association are the factors that are the significant drivers 
of members not wanting to sell their house under any economic 
circumstance. (National Survey, 1999). 
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As indicated by survey responses, Brentwood's overall appearance is considered 
unacceptable in many areas, most likely a result of inadequate monthly dues 
charged over the years to cover routine maintenance, as well a lack of long-term 
planning for capital improvements.  As it turns out the Board had been struggling 
by themselves with this issue for over a year, recognizing a deficit operating 
budget and growing pressure from the Community to make repairs they could not 
afford with the current revenue stream.  To resolve this dilemma the Board 
decided to announce at the Associations Annual meeting in April, 2002, that 
monthly dues would be raised by over 79% to better cover operating expenses and 
begin building up reserve funds for capital improvements.  In the end the Board 
opted to rethink their position after being presented preliminary results of this 
study at a March Board meeting.  After learning that 68.7% of the owners would 
not consider this steep an increase to be reasonable, and some owners (42.3%) 
might actually opt to sell their property if the assessment price exceeded what 
they considered practical, the Board decided to announce instead the need to form 
an emergency financial focus group.  At the Annual Association meeting the 
Board presented their dilemma, stating that dues needed to be increased but owner 
input was desired.  A focus group was formed and it began meeting one week 
later, with attendance in excess of 22 owners, both resident and non-resident.  The 
discussions were civil, long-range goals were addressed, and quality feedback was 
generated.  Although more than one meeting will be necessary to arrive at the 
final dues increase, everyone in attendance agreed that the meeting was 
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productive.  From the standpoint of this study, the increase in social capital was 
enormous, and may be just the beginning of good things to come. 
When comparing responses from the Gallup telephone poll to similar 
questions asked in The Brentwood Condominium Community Assessment 
Survey, several issues appeared likely targets for enhancement.  Brentwood's 
survey respondents rated their community below the national average in property 
value stability, Association responsiveness, covenant and rules comprehension, 
and frequency of newsletter publications.  The Gallup comparisons, along with 
the shared concerns previously mentioned, could provide a starting point for 
initiating small focus groups to address other significant issues and increase 
community participation. 
 Also, during the course of this study, several of the owners impacted by 
the flood met informally, eventually growing to a group of over 15 people 
concerned with the future direction of Brentwood, yet they had limited knowledge 
of the concerns facing the Board of Directors and Management Company to 
effectively discuss solutions.  As evidence of this problem, when looking at the 
survey responses that most piqued community members, it appears many are 
uncertain about whom to contact when problems arise, what management issues 
are currently being dealt with on a daily basis, and what topics are covered at the 
monthly Board meetings of the Homeowners Association. 
 Key to much of the discontent in the Community therefore appears to be a 
lack of information, which may be partially to blame for the apathy among 
residents and non-resident owners alike, being unaware of the issues impacting 
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them.  For example 96.9% of the respondents would like the HOA to provide a 
'who to contact' information sheet, 96.9% would like monthly summaries of 
activities or actions taken by management during the past month, including 
meeting minutes and financial expenditures, and 90.9% would like to be advised 
of monthly meeting schedules and activities. These are just a few of the driving 
indicators related to information that the survey participants point to as a being 
highly desirable. Perhaps this is an opportunity to form a communication 
committee to initiate a regularly scheduled newsletter, which 89.1% of the 
community say they would like to see at least quarterly, if not monthly.  
Information needs identified by survey respondents could be incorporated as 
routinely featured material within each publication. 
 Many of the respondents were neutral in regards to participating in 
organized social activities, such as potluck suppers or card games, which could 
provide opportunities for developing social networks.  Yet a majority (92.4%) 
responded positively to the desire of having a neighborhood watch group 
organized with the support of the Homeowners Association.  Although crime is 
not likely the issue, since 100% feel somewhat to very safe in the Community, 
perhaps the potential for more flooding, the possibility of hurricane damage, and 
fire safety are at the heart of the respondents desire to form such a network?  This 
could be used as a stepping-stone to invite residents to gather informally at the 
clubhouse to meet each other, exchange phone numbers, and designate a person as 
'building contact' in the event of a natural disaster.  
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 It is obvious from the above discussion threads that numerous 
opportunities exist to reconnect community members by taking advantage of both 
the informal and formal social activities deemed to be of interest to the survey 
respondents.  I would recommend the Board of Directors start by creating a 
communication committee and a neighborhood watch committee.   It would be 
especially nice for those not participating on the newly formed financial focus 
group to be kept apprised of the groups activities.  
Limitations of this Study 
There are several limitations to consider when reviewing the survey results 
from this study.   Because of the small population studied, and the low overall 
response rate (40.6%), the data collected was not deemed suitable for more 
sophisticated levels of statistical analysis.  The descriptive statistics presented 
provide an interesting, but limited insight, into the attitudes and opinions of the 
Brentwood Community as a whole.  It was an unexpected discovery to learn that a 
large portion of the Community may actually consist of renters, as opposed to 
owner occupants.  This unique demographic mix was not specifically discussed in 
the research this study based its findings on, which may or may not be an issue.  
While there was an acceptable resident owner response rate (61.9  %), both 
nonresident owners (34%) and renters (18%) were poorly represented in the 
overall results. Based on conversations with two nonresident owners, who did not 
participate, they suggested the questions posed seemed more relevant to residents 
than themselves.  How many others felt this way? Was the same true for the rental 
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population? In phase two of this study, it may prove best to capture data using 
focus groups supplemented by phone polling of non-focus group participants. 
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 40APPENDIX A 
January 2002 
 
 
 
Dear Brentwood Community Owners and Renters, 
 
You are invited to be in a research study of The Brentwood Condominiums to 
evaluate your community satisfaction, information needs, and civic engagement.  As you 
know, Brentwood is a privately run community that relies on association members for 
governance and input from owners and residents to make effective decisions.  Mary 
Ruvane, a resident of Brentwood, will be conducting the study as part of her UNC-
Chapel Hill Masters Thesis on information and communication. 
 
The purpose of this study will be to gather feedback from renters and property 
owners regarding community interests, current satisfaction, and homeowner priorities.   
Your role in the study will involve completing The Brentwood Condominium Community 
Assessment Survey, requiring approximately 20 minutes of your time, and returning it in 
the self-addressed stamped envelope provided.  Questions you do not wish to answer may 
be skipped.  The study's results are expected to be completed by May 2002 and will be 
made available for presentation to the Oaks Homeowners Association.   
 
Your privacy is very important and every effort will be taken to protect it.  Your 
name and condominium number will not be used in any research reports and individual 
responses will remain confidential.  For tracking purposes, during the study, each 
participant’s survey responses will be linked to a code number known only by Mary 
Ruvane.  When the study is finished all code numbers related to an individuals name will 
be destroyed.  There are no known personal risks or discomfort you will have from being 
in this study.  You decide whether or not you want to participate.  
  
If you have any questions or concerns about being in this study you should call or 
email Mary Ruvane at 919-968-3099 or ruvam@ils.unc.edu, or email Dr. Diane 
Sonnenwald at dhs@ils.unc.edu.  
 
 
Thank you in advance for your participation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE:  The Academic Affairs Institutional Review Board (AA-IRB) of the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill has approved this study.  If you have any concerns about 
your rights in this study you may contact the Chair of the AA-IRB, Barbara Davis 
Goldman, Ph.D., at CB# 4100, 201 Bynum Hall, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4100, 
(919) 962-7761 email: aa-irb@unc.edu .  
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February 2002 
 
 
 
Dear Brentwood Community Owners and Renters, 
 
We have received numerous responses to The Brentwood Condominium 
Community Assessment Survey distributed last month but not enough to achieve our goal.  
Your input is important in helping us to evaluate your community satisfaction, 
information needs, and civic engagement.  In the event we inadvertently missed your 
household in the original survey distribution, I apologize and have enclosed a copy for 
your response. 
 
Please take a moment of your time to complete the survey and return it to me in 
the enclosed postage-paid envelope. Individual responses will be treated confidentially.  
 
If you have any questions or concerns about this survey please call or email Mary 
Ruvane at 919-968-3099 or ruvam@ils.unc.edu. 
 
 
Thank you in advance for your participation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Enclosures:  January 2002 cover letter, 
The Brentwood Condominium Community Assessment Survey 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE:  The Academic Affairs Institutional Review Board (AA-IRB) of the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill has approved this study.  If you have any concerns about 
your rights in this study you may contact the Chair of the AA-IRB, Barbara Davis 
Goldman, Ph.D., at CB# 4100, 201 Bynum Hall, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4100, 
(919) 962-7761 email: aa-irb@unc.edu .  
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BRENTWOOD CONDOMINIUMS 
COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT SURVEY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please Provide the following information for tracking 
purposes.  Your name and unit number(s) will remain 
confidential and NOT appear in any reports. 
 
 Your Name:       
 Condominium Unit(s):    
 Home Phone Number:    
 E-mail address:   
 Mailing Address:   
     
     
 Prepared by: Mary B. Ruvane, Graduate Student, UNC School of Information & Library Science 
Advisor: Dr. Diane Sonnenwald 
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SECTION A:  Community Attitudes 
Please circle the answer that best describes your attitudes regarding the following topics: 
 
I. COMMUNITY AESTHETICS 
 
1) How would you rate The Brentwood Community on physical appearance and maintenance of the 
following:  
a. The Clubhouse ……………………………… excellent    good      fai      poor  don't know r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
y y
r
t s
b. Paint & upkeep of building exteriors .. ….. excellent    good      fai      poor  don't know 
c. know Exterior lighting (patios & front entry) excellent    good      fai      poor  don't know 
d. Sidewalk/stoop/patio maintenance …….. excellent    good      fai      poor  don't know 
e. Upkeep of landscaping (shrubs & trees)… excellent    good      fai      poor  don't know 
f. Quality of lawn care (mowing, leaves)…… excellent    good      fai      poor  don't know 
g. Exterior storage areas & doors ………….. excellent    good      fai      poor  don't know 
h. Maintenance of gutters & downspouts …. excellent    good      fai      poor  don't know 
i. Property wide storm water drainage ……. excellent    good      fai      poor  don't know 
j. Fire barriers between Units (not visible)… excellent    good      fai      poor  don't know 
 
2) Overall, how proud are you of how Brentwood looks as a whole? Would you say you are: 
     very proud somewhat proud not very proud not proud at all no opinion 
 
II. CIVIC INTERESTS 
 
3) How would you rate The Brentwood community on each of the following points:  
k. The spirit of Brentwood's ….. excellent    good      fai      poor  don't know 
progressiveness and civic involvement 
l. The extent to which residents & owners…. excellent    good      fai      poor  don't know 
are interested in being informed & made 
aware of Community needs and problems 
m. The willingness of residents & owners to… excellent    good      fai      poor  don't know 
provide input/volunteer services to help 
The Community achieve its goals 
 
4) How likely are you to vote in our next Township (or your local municipality) election? Are you: 
       very likely            somewhat likely not very likel     not very likel  at all          
 
5) How often do you volunteer in the Brentwood Hill community, or where you currently reside?  
(Examples include volunteering at your child's school, at church, as a coach or youth group leader, at a 
hospital, etc.) 
   More than 1x a month       1x a month       3-4 times a y        2x a year       1x a year        Never 
 
6) On average, how often do you attend the Brentwood monthly board meetings? 
Every meeting      Most Meetings      Half the mee ings   Very few meeting        No meetings 
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7) How important is it for the Brentwood HOA to have good relationships with the following 
community groups or organizations:  
a. Local government agencies….… extremely      very      somewhat      not     
           (Brentwood Hill Twnship, OSWA, etc.) important    important important important 
b.  Area schools ….…………………. extremely      very      somewhat      not      
 (UNC, Forest View, etc.)   important important important  important 
c. Local businesses …...…………… extremely      very      somewhat      not     
  (tradesmen, banks, etc.) important important important  important 
d. 
         (Oaks II, Glen Lennox, etc)  important important important  important 
Neighboring civic groups ……… extremely      very      somewhat      not     
e.  Other area HOA's ………………. extremely      very      somewhat      not      
           (Finley Forest, Village West, etc)  important important important  important 
 
III. MANAGEMENT & COMMUNITY RULES 
 
8) How would you rate The Brentwood Community on each of the following points? 
a. The effectiveness of the …………………… excellent    good      fai      poor  don't know 
Home Owners Association 
r
r
r
v
v v
b. The effectiveness of the …………………… excellent    good      fai      poor  don't know 
Property Management Company  
c. The willingness of the HOA to seek …….. excellent    good      fai      poor  don't know 
 majority input from members & tenants 
on the future direction of Community  
 
9) How well does The Brentwood Home Owners Association do in keeping residents and owners 
informed about community news, issues and activities?  
 ery good         average        inadequate      very inadequate       no opinion 
 
10) How responsive is the Homeowners Association to your needs as a resident/property owner?  
           o h t e y not at all don't know     very  s mew a  not v r  
    responsi e     responsive responsive       responsi e                  
    
11) How well did you understand the covenants, rules and restrictions BEFORE buying or renting? 
  good fair poor no  
  unde standing  unde standing unde standing  unde standing            r r r r
r r r r
 
12) How about now? How well do you understand the covenants, rules and restrictions? 
  good fair poor no  
  unde standing  unde standing unde standing  unde standing            
 
13) How appropriate do you feel The Brentwood rules and restrictions are for our community?  
         very   somewhat not very not at all don't know     
    appropriate    appropriate appropriate       appropriate                 
    
14) How appropriate are The Brentwood architectural controls or restrictions placed on external 
improvements? 
         very   somewhat not very not at all don't know     
    appropriate    appropriate appropriate       appropriate                 
    
                                  continued on next page ---> 
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IV. SOCIAL INTERESTS & AMENITY USAGE 
 
15) How important is it to you that The Brentwood Association sponsor the following activities? 
a. Monthly HOA Board meetings …….   ery     somewhat     not very     not v
r r r rt
r r r rt
r r r rt
v
r r r rt
open to all owners; renters' impo tant       impo tant       impo tant     impo ant       
by invitation or request 
b. Regular resident meetings;  ………..   very     somewhat     not very     not 
renters and owners  impo tant       impo tant       impo tant     impo ant        
(other than board meetings) 
c. Community wide parties or ………..   very     somewhat     not very     not 
social gatherings  impo tant       impo tant       impo tant     impo ant             
d. Neighborhood watch program ……   ery     somewhat     not very     not 
(e.g., crime, emergency response)  impo tant       impo tant       impo tant     impo ant       
 
16) Please list other social, cultural, or educational activities you would like to see supported by 
the HOA, and how important they are to you personally? (e.g., book clubs, stock clubs, live 
entertainment, lectures or seminars, potluck suppers, cooking clubs, weight watchers) 
f. Other:  extremely      very      somewhat      not     
  ______________________________ important important important  important   
g. Other:  extremely      very      somewhat      not     
 _______________________________  important important important  important 
 
17) Do you, your family, friends or roommates use any of the following Brentwood or local 
community amenities?   If so how frequently? 
a. The swimming pool in season …….. daily  weekly    monthly    hardly ever   never      
b. The clubhouse …………………………. daily  weekly    monthly    hardly ever   never      
c. The nature trail (adjacent to Hwy X) … daily  weekly    monthly    hardly ever   never      
d. Play ground/tennis/fields ………..…  daily  weekly    monthly    hardly ever   never      
e. Do you walk/run/bike/roller blade .. daily  weekly    monthly    hardly ever   never      
 in our neighboring communities  
 (e.g., X Drive, New Development)  
 
SECTION B:  Information Interests 
Please circle the answer that best describes your attitudes regarding the following topic: 
 
1) How important is it to you that the Brentwood newsletter contains the following: 
a. Newcomer announcements…… very     somewhat     not very     not 
  important       important       important     impo ant       rt
r r r rt
r r r rt
r r r rt
v
r r r rt
b. Upcoming activities …………… very     somewhat     not very     not    
 (e.g., Mtg schedule, social events)   impo tant       impo tant       impo tant     impo ant       
c. Summary of Board actions …… very     somewhat     not very     not    
 (e.g., work orders, fines levied)  impo tant       impo tant       impo tant     impo ant       
d. General Interest Articles……… very     somewhat     not very     not  
 (e.g., resident profiles, local news)   impo tant       impo tant       impo tant     impo ant           
e. Advertisements (e.g., for sale,..… ery     somewhat     not very     not  
local merchants)  impo tant       impo tant       impo tant     impo ant       
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2) How often do you read The Brentwood Community newsletter? 
      All the time most of the time some of the time infrequently don't receive 
 
3) How often would you like The Brentwood newsletter to be published?  
     Weekly                 Monthly                 Quarterly                Once a year As needed                 
 
4) How important is it that the following information be provided by the HOA (on site or on the web): 
a. Published current directory of……….     very     somewhat       not very        not 
residents, owners and agents   impo tant       impo tant       impo tant     impo tant       r r r r
r r r r
v v
r r r r
r r r r
v
r r r r
v
r r r r
v
r r r r
v
r r r
c. Who to contact information sheet…..  very     somewhat     not very    not
(e.g., HOA, Propty Mngt, Twnshp) impo tant       impo tant       impo tant       impo tant       
d. Brentwood legal documents…………      ery     somewhat     not ery     not
 (e.g., Articles of Incorp., Rules & Regs)  impo tant       impo tant       impo tant       impo tant       
d. Monthly HOA Board meeting ……….      very      somewhat    not very     not 
minutes; including financials  impo tant       impo tant       impo tant       impo tant       
e. Resident handbook/welcome ….…..   ery     somewhat      not very        not 
package for newcomers  impo tant       impo tant       impo tant        impo tant 
f. Directory of contractors;……………..   ery     somewhat      not very        not 
recommended or whom to avoid  impo tant       impo tant       impo tant        impo tant 
g. Maps of Brentwood (e.g., unit……….  ery     somewhat      not very        not 
floor plans, building site plans)  impo tant       impo tant       impo tant        impo tant 
h. Other   ery     somewhat      not very        not 
____________________________  important       impo tant       impo tant        impo tant 
Non-Resident owners please skip to Sections D & E ---> 
SECTION C:  Resident Attitudes  
***** (Brentwood Residents ONLY: Renters & Resident-Owners) ***** 
If you live in Brentwood please circle the answer that best describes your attitudes regarding the following: 
 
1) How would you rate The Brentwood Community on each of the following points? 
a. Friendliness & neighborliness ……………… excellent    good       fair      poor  
b. The ease with which newcomers are  …… excellent    good       fair      poor  
accepted and made to feel at home 
c. The willingness of residents to speak …… excellent    good       fair      poor  
honestly & openly on problems they 
think are impacting Brentwood 
 
2) If you are a renter, have you considered buying a property in Brentwood?     yes            no         
  
3) How many of your neighbors in Brentwood do you:  
a. Know by name …………………….  over  between between between  one none   
  10 7-10 4-6 2-3 
b. Have occasion to socialize with… over  between between between  one none   
  10 7-10 4-6 2-3 
c. Have a home phone # for …  over  between between between  one none   
 (or e-mail address) 10 7-10 4-6 2-3 
 
continued on next page --->
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4) How safe do you feel living in The Brentwood Community?  
very safe           somewhat safe           not very safe           extremely unsafe        
 
5) How respectful of others do you feel your neighbors are in The Community? (e.g., do they remind 
guests to park in visitor spaces, keep noise levels down, adhere to Association rules & regulations) 
 very respectful       somewhat respectful      not very respectful       not respectful     
 
6) Overall, what is your opinion about living in Brentwood; how do you feel about the community?  
  ery positive         somewhat positive         somewhat negative         very negative      v
Renters please skip to Section E ---> 
SECTION D:  Owner Attitudes  
***** (Owners ONLY: Residents & Non-Resident) ***** 
If you own property in Brentwood please circle the answer that best fits the question: 
 
1) Do you believe property values in Brentwood are: 
  increasing rapidly      increasing slightly   remaining stable  decreasing slightly decreasing rapidly   
  
2) Concerning the financial operations of Brentwood, how satisfied are you with the following?  
a. Information you receive as to ………. ery    somewhat     not very     not       v
v
v
v
v
r
the financial status of Brentwood satisfied     satisfied     satisfied    satisfied      
b. Your understanding of how…………... ery    somewhat     not very     not       
assessment dollars are spent  satisfied     satisfied     satisfied    satisfied      
c. Appropriateness of the current ….…. ery    somewhat     not very     not       
assessment given Brentwood's age  satisfied     satisfied     satisfied    satisfied      
d. Your understanding of Brentwood's...  ery    somewhat     not very     not       
long  term financial planning  satisfied     satisfied     satisfied    satisfied      
e. Knowing whom to contact for….….  ery    somewhat     not very     not       
details on Community finances  satisfied     satisfied     satisfied    satisfied      
 
3) Considering the age of Brentwood what would you consider to be a reasonable amount for total 
monthly dues and assessments combined?   
  Under $125  $126- 150   $151- 175 $175- 200  $201- 250 Whatever necessary        
  
4) If the dues and assessment exceeded what you considered to be reasonable would you: 
     understand        pay but be unhappy       conside  selling      be forced to move/sell    
 
5) Please indicate your involvement with the Brentwood Community Association: 
a. Do you currently serve on the Homeowners Association Board ………………….. Yes            No        
b. If you answered NO to 5a, have you served on the Board in the last 10 yrs……  Yes            No     
c. Do you serve on any Brentwood HOA Board committees …………………………..  Yes            No        
d. Did you vote in the last Homeowners Association election (2001) …………….... Yes            No        
e. Have you attended an Annual Association meeting in the last 5 yrs………….....  Yes            No        
f. Do you plan on attending the 2002 Homeowners Assoc. annual meeting ……  Yes            No         
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6) What amount would you be willing to pay as a member for using the new Clubhouse? 
free-deposit only  under $10 $11-25    $26- $50  $51- $75 over $75 won't use 
  
7) Do you feel the new clubhouse offers enough functionality to maximize the benefit and usage 
of the facility by members of Brentwood?  
   very functional      somewhat functional      not very functional      not functional      don't know 
 
8) How likely are you to make improvements to your home during the next two years? Are you: 
    ery likely       somewhat likely        not very likely       not likely at all       v
 
9) Do you consider your Brentwood condominium as an: 
investment property      temporary residence      permanent residence    2nd home    other_______ 
 
10) Based on your level of satisfaction with The Brentwood Community, under which of the 
following circumstances would you consider selling your home? 
____ Your level of satisfaction is so high you wouldn't consider selling your condo 
____ You would consider selling at a price 15% above market value 
____ You would consider selling at a price 5% above market value 
____ You would consider selling at a price equal to the current market value 
____ Your level of satisfaction is so low that you're eager to sell your home even if you 
have to take a  price below market value 
____ Don't Know 
 
SECTION E:  Demographics  
Please circle or respond as indicated to the following questions 
 
1) Are you a : resident owner      rente      non-resident owner   other______________ r
 
2) If you are a resident-owner or renter, how long have you lived in Brentwood?  _________________ 
 (number of yrs/mnths or N/A) 
 
3) If you are a non-resident owner, did you ever live in Brentwood, and if so, for how long? _______ 
 (yrs/mnths or N/A ) 
 
4) If you are a resident-owner, did you initially rent in Brentwood before buying?     yes        no           
 
5) Do you have a computer or other device at home with:  (circle all that apply) 
  access to e-mail   access to Internet    computer only-no access    no access  no computer 
 
6) What is your gender and age range?  (circle two:  gender & age range) 
 Male         Female          unde  18        19 – 29 yrs.       30 – 49 yrs.        50 – 69 yrs.        70 or over r
r
 
7) NOT counting yourself, how many in your household are:  
under 18 yrs old _____ 18 yrs old o  over _____      Not applicable/live alone  ______ 
                    ( total # ) ( total # ) (check if N/A) 
 
continued on next page ---> 
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8) What is your occupation, and is it part time (PT) or full time (FT)?  (circle all that apply;also PT/FT) 
 student      homemaker  retired cle ical    sales     management   professional    other ___ r
r t r t
r
r
  (PT - FT)        (PT - FT)          (PT - FT)     (PT - FT)    (PT - FT)   (PT - FT)          (PT - FT)          (PT - FT) 
 
9) NOT counting yourself, how many in your household are employed either PT or FT, are 
students, or both?  
  Are employed _____   A e s udents _____   A e employed & a s udent _____   N/A  _______ 
 ( total # ) ( total # ) (total #)    (check if N/A) 
 
10) What is the highest level of education you personally have completed? (check one) 
 ____ Postgraduate work/Degree ____ Some college ____ High school g aduate (12) 
 ____ College graduate ____ Trade/Technical/Votech ____ Less than high school (0-11) 
 
11) NOT counting yourself, what is the highest level of education completed by members in your 
household? (please provide a total to indicate each household member and level of education) 
 ____ Postgraduate work/Degree ____ Some college ____ High school g aduate (12) 
 ____ College graduate ____ Trade/Technical/Votech ____ Less than high school (0-11) 
 ____ Not applicable/live alone  
 
12) Do you have a household pet(s)? (circle all that apply)     None  Yes-dog Yes-cat  Yes-other  
 
 
SECTION F:  Comments 
Please use the space below for any additional suggestions or feedback you wish to share. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN BRENTWOOD'S COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT.   
YOUR OPINION IS IMPORTANT. 
Please return your completed survey to: Mary Ruvane, 1408 Oak Tree Drive, Chapel Hill, NC  27517 
A self addressed stamped envelope has been provided for your convenience. 
 
       
A
PPEAppendix B.  SOURCES OR INFLUENCES ON SURVEY QUESTIONS  
 
AI_1. How would you rate The Brentwood Community on physical appearance and maintenance of the following:  
(see Appendix A for multiple-choice selection). 
Poston,1976, pp. 78-79. 
Community Attitudes 
Committee 
10) Being absolutely frank and blunt about it, how would you rate our community on each of the following points? 
Place an X in the column that you feel most nearly describes the community on each point.   
Response selection: Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, Terrible, No opinion 
6. The degree of local community pride 
20. The physical appearance of most of the residential parts of the community (consider cleanliness, paint & upkeep of 
houses, landscaping, care of lawns, etc.) 
23. The physical appearance of public buildings and grounds, parks, entrances to towns, etc. 
Kingsley, 1999, p. 55.  
Building a Neighborhood 
Indicators System 
Long-Term Outcome Indicators Cleveland Community Building Initiative: 
Measure: Physical condition of housing Benchmark: Physical appearance; Data Source: Resident Survey, 
Observation 
Kingsley, 1999, p. 55. 
Building a Neighborhood 
Indicators System 
Long-Term Outcome Indicators Cleveland Community Building Initiative: 
Measure: Physical condition of public spaces Benchmark: Physical appearance; Data Source: Resident Survey, 
Observation 
N
D
IX
 B
 
 
 
 
       
A
PPESection A: Community Attitudes 
II.  Civic Interests  
 
AII_3. (a-b) How would you rate The Brentwood community on each of the following points: 
Response selection: Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, don't know 
n. The spirit of Brentwood's progressiveness and civic involvement 
o. The extent to which residents & owners are interested in being informed & made aware of Community needs and problems 
p. The willingness of residents & owners to provide input/volunteer services to help The Community achieve its goals 
Poston, 1976,  pp. 78-79. 
Community Attitudes 
Committee 
10) Being absolutely frank and blunt about it, how would you rate our community on each of the following points? 
Response selection: Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, Terrible, No opinion 
3. The spirit of community progressiveness and civic action 
7. The extent to which the majority of the people are truly interested in being informed and aware of local 
needs and problems. 
Kingsley, 1999, p. 55. 
Building a Neighborhood 
Indicators System 
Long-Term Outcome Indicators Cleveland Community Building Initiative: 
Measure: Perceived helpfulness of neighbors; Benchmark: Neighborhood Networks;  
Data Source: Resident Survey 
Kingsley, 1999, p. 55. 
Building a Neighborhood 
Indicators System 
Long-Term Outcome Indicators Cleveland Community Building Initiative: 
Measure: Perception of neighborhood ability to achieve its goals Benchmark: Capacity for collective action;  
Data Source: Resident Survey 
N
D
IX
 B
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Section A: Community Attitudes 
II. Civic Interests  (continued) 
 
AII_4.  How likely are you to vote in our next Township (or your local municipality) election? Are you: 
Poston, 1976, p. 66. 
Census Committee 
22) What percentage of eligible voters in community (18 & over) are registered to vote? ..% not registered?  
What % of those eligible to vote in previous elections voted in each election over the past 10 yrs?  Is the 
voting rate increasing, decreasing, or staying the same? On the basis of these past records what age groups 
are the most likely to vote? ...least likely to vote? What does this rate of voter registration & actual voter 
turnout say about the community's civic vitality? 
Poston, 1976, pp. 78-79. 
Community Attitudes 
Committee 
10) Being absolutely frank and blunt about it, how would you rate our community on each of the following points? 
Response selection: Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, Terrible, No opinion 
17. The general level of citizen interest in local government affairs 
Kingsley, 1999, p. 55.  
Building a Neighborhood 
Indicators System 
Long-Term Outcome Indicators Cleveland Community Building Initiative: 
Measure: Residents' political participation Benchmark: Civic Involvement;  
Data Source: Resident Survey, Board of Election 
AII_5. How often do you volunteer in the Brentwood Hill community, or where you currently reside?  
(Examples include volunteering at your child's school, at church, as a coach or youth group leader, at a hospital, etc.) 
Kretzman, 1993, p. 118. 
Local Organizations and 
Associations 
How else do you feel a part of the community? How else do you get involved with your neighborhood? 
Kretzman, 1993, p. 24. 
Capacity Inventory - 
Personal Information 
Have you ever organized or participated in any of the following community activities? (Please check mark if yes) 
Community Groups 
School-Parent Associations 
Neighborhood Organization 
Other Groups or Community Work 
N
D
IX
 B
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Section A: Community Attitudes 
II. Civic Interests  (continued) 
 
AII_7. How important is it for the Brentwood Homeowners Association to have good relationships with the following 
community groups or organizations:  
Response Selection: extremely important, very important, somewhat important, not important 
h. Local government agencies (Township, Water/Sewer Authority, etc.)  
i. Area schools (Local University, Local Elementary School, etc.)   
j. Local businesses (Tradesmen, banks, etc.) 
k. Neighboring civic groups (adjacent neighborhood Associations or organizations)  
l. Other area Homeowner Associations (similar in size, age, and amenities) 
Kretzman, 1993, p. 171. 
Local Institutions for 
Community Building 
Along with assets represented by its individual residents and its citizen associations, every community hosts 
some combination of more formal public, private and not-for-profit institutions.  Since these institutions represent 
significant concentrations of resources, local neighborhoods have begun to capture them for community-building 
purposes.  In turn, creative leaders of these institutions have begun to realize their own stake in the well being of 
their local community, and their own, often unused capacity to contribute to the social, physical, and economic 
health of their neighborhood. 
Kretzman, 1993,  p. 171. 
Local Institutions for 
Community Building 
Today, all over the U.S., creative educators are reconnecting their institutions with their local community, building 
new alliances which recognize that healthy schools and healthy communities reinforce each other. 
N
D
IX
 B
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Section A: Community Attitudes  
III.  Management & Community Rules 
 
AIII_8.  How would you rate The Brentwood Community on each of the following points? 
Response Selection: extremely important, very important, somewhat important, not important 
d. The effectiveness of the Home Owners Association 
e. The effectiveness of the Property Management Company  
f. The willingness of the HOA to seek majority input from members & tenants on the future direction of Community 
Poston, 1976, pp. 78-79. 
Community Attitudes 
Committee 
10) Being absolutely frank and blunt about it, how would you rate our community on each of the following points? 
Place an X in the column that you feel most nearly describes the community on each point.   
Response selection: Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, Terrible, No opinion 
16. The effectiveness of local government  
Kingsley, 1999, p. 55. 
Building a Neighborhood 
Indicators System 
Long-Term Outcome Indicators Cleveland Community Building Initiative: 
Measure: Perceived effectiveness of neighborhood leadership Benchmark: Capacity for collective action; Data 
Source: Resident Survey 
AIII_9.  How well does The Brentwood Home Owners Association do in keeping residents and owners informed about 
community news, issues and activities?  
 Response Selection: very good, average, inadequate, very inadequate, no opinion 
Kingsley, 1999, p. 55. 
Building a Neighborhood 
Indicators System 
Long-Term Outcome Indicators Cleveland Community Building Initiative: 
Measure: Community information availability; Benchmark: Name & Identity;  
Data Source: Resident Survey, Observation 
N
D
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III.  Management & Community Rules (continued) 
 
AIII_10.  How responsive is the Homeowners Association to your needs as a resident/property owner?  
         Response Selection: very responsive, somewhat responsive, not very responsive, not at all responsive, don't know     
National Survey of 
Homeowner Satisfaction, 
1999. 
How responsive is your Community Association to the needs of its residents? 
AIII_12.  How about now (after buying or renting) ? How well do you understand the Community's covenants, rules and 
restrictions? 
 Response Selection: good understanding, fair understanding, poor understanding, no understanding  
National Survey of 
Homeowner Satisfaction, 
1999. 
How well do you understand the community’s covenants, rules, and restrictions now? 
N
D
IX
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Section B: Information Interests 
 
D_1.  How important is it to you that the Brentwood newsletter contains the following: 
Response Selection: very important, somewhat important, not very important, not important 
f. Newcomer announcements   
g. Upcoming Brentwood activities  (e.g., Mtg schedule, social events)    
h. Summary of Board actions  (e.g., work orders, fines levied)   
i. General Interest Articles (e.g., resident profiles, local news)  
j. Advertisements (e.g., for sale local merchants)  
AND 
D_4.  How important is it that the following information be provided by the HOA (on site or on the web): 
b. Published current directory of residents, owners and agents  
c. Who to contact information sheet (e.g., HOA, Property Management, Township)    
i. Brentwood legal documents  (e.g., Articles of Incorporation, Rules & Regulations) 
d. Monthly HOA Board meeting minutes; including financials  
e. Resident handbook/welcome package for newcomers 
f. Directory of contractors; recommended or whom to avoid 
j. Maps of Brentwood (e.g., unit floor plans, building site plans)  
k. Other ____________________________  
Kingsley, 1999, p. 55. 
Building a Neighborhood 
Indicators System 
Long-Term Outcome Indicators Cleveland Community Building Initiative: 
Measure: Community information availability Benchmark: Name & Identity;  
Data Source: Resident Survey, Observation 
D_2. How often do you read The Community newsletter?      AND   
D_3.  How often would you like the Community newsletter to be published? 
National Survey of 
Homeowner Satisfaction, 
1999. 
77% of Association Members polled Receive a Community Newsletter, with frequencies as follows: 
 
       
A
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Section C: Resident Attitudes  
 
C_1.  How would you rate The Brentwood Community on each of the following points? 
Response selection: Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor 
d. Friendliness & neighborliness  
e. The ease with which newcomers are accepted and made to feel at home 
f. The willingness of residents to speak honestly & openly on problems they think are impacting Brentwood 
Poston, 1976, pp. 78-79. 
Community Attitudes 
Committee 
10) Being absolutely frank and blunt about it, how would you rate our community on each of the following points? 
Response selection: Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, Terrible, No opinion 
1. Friendliness & neighborliness 
2. The ease with which newcomers are accepted and made to feel at home 
8. The degree of willingness of most of the people to speak out honestly and openly in public on what they 
think about community problems without fear of what other people might think 
C_3.  How many of your neighbors in Brentwood do you:  
Response selection:  over 10, between 7-10, between 4-6, between 2-3, one, none  
b. Have occasion to socialize with  
Kretzman, 1993, p. 118. 
Local Organizations and 
Associations 
What about informal groups? Do you get together or associate with your neighbors? 
Kingsley, 1999, p. 55. 
Building a Neighborhood 
Indicators System 
Long-Term Outcome Indicators Cleveland Community Building Initiative: 
Measure: Density of neighborhood acquaintanceships Benchmark: Neighborhood Networks; Data Source: 
Resident Survey 
C_4.  How safe do you feel living in The Brentwood Community?  
Response selection: very safe, somewhat safe, not very safe, extremely unsafe        
Kingsley, 1999, p. 55. 
Building a Neighborhood 
Indicators System 
Long-Term Outcome Indicators Cleveland Community Building Initiative: 
Measure: Safety & Security- Residents' perception of safety of public spaces AND Residents' fear of 
neighborhood violence; Benchmark: Safe space AND Crime; Data Source: Resident Survey 
National Survey of 
Homeowner Satisfaction, 
1999. 
How safe do you feel in the community you live in? 
       
A
PPESection D: Owner Attitudes  
 
D_1.  Do you believe property values in Brentwood are: 
Response selection: decreasing rapidly, Decreasing slightly, remaining stable, Increasing slightly, increasing rapidly 
National Survey of 
Homeowner Satisfaction, 
1999. 
Do you believe property values in your community are increasing or decreasing?  
Response selection: same  
D_2.  Concerning the financial operations of Brentwood, how satisfied are you with the following?  
Response selection: very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, not very satisfied, not satisfied      
f. Information you receive as to the financial status of Brentwood   
g. Your understanding of how assessment dollars are spent  
h. Appropriateness of the current assessment given Brentwood's age  
i. Your understanding of Brentwood's long  term financial planning  
j. Knowing whom to contact for details on Community finances    
Kingsley, 1999, p. 55. 
Building a Neighborhood 
Indicators System 
Long-Term Outcome Indicators Cleveland Community Building Initiative: 
Measure: Community information availability Benchmark: Name & Identity;  
Data Source: Resident Survey, Observation 
D_10.  Based on your level of satisfaction with The Brentwood Community, under which of the following 
circumstances would you consider selling your home? 
Response Selection: Your level of satisfaction is so high you wouldn't consider selling your condo, You would consider selling at a 
price 15% above market value, You would consider selling at a price 5% above market value, You would consider selling at a price 
equal to the current market value, Your level of satisfaction is so low that you're eager to sell your home even if you have to take a  
price below market value, Don't Know 
National Survey of 
Homeowner Satisfaction, 
1999. 
Based on your level of community satisfaction, under which of the following circumstances would you consider 
selling your home? 
Response selection: same 
N
D
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A
PPESection D: Owner Attitudes (continued) 
 
D_5. Please indicate your involvement with the Brentwood Community Association: 
Response Selection:  Yes, No        
g. Do you currently serve on the Homeowners Association Board   
h. If you answered NO to 5a, have you served on the Board in the last 10 yrs  
i. Do you serve on any Brentwood HOA Board committees 
j. Did you vote in the last Homeowners Association election (2001) 
e. Have you attended an Annual Association meeting in the last 5 yrs 
f. Do you plan on attending the 2002 Homeowners Assoc. annual meeting 
Kingsley, 1999, p. 55. 
Building a Neighborhood 
Indicators System 
Long-Term Outcome Indicators Cleveland Community Building Initiative: 
Measure: Residents' participation in neighborhood affairs; Benchmark: Civic Involvement;  
Data Source: Resident Survey, Meeting attendance 
Kingsley, 1999, p. 55. 
Building a Neighborhood 
Indicators System 
Long-Term Outcome Indicators Cleveland Community Building Initiative: 
Measure: Participation in regular and special neighborhood events; Benchmark: Strong community tradition;  
Data Source: Resident Survey, Key informant interviews 
Kingsley, 1999, p. 55. 
Building a Neighborhood 
Indicators System 
Long-Term Outcome Indicators Cleveland Community Building Initiative: 
Measure: Membership or activity in local organizations; Benchmark: Civic Involvement;  
Data Source: Resident Survey, Institutional Survey 
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Appendix C.  SURVEY RESULTS  
SECTION A: Community Attitudes      
I. Aesthetics 
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  Excellent Good   Fair Poor Valid Responses  Invalid  Data 
A1 
#1 
How would you rate The Brentwood community on 
physical appearance and maintenance of the 
following: 
          
a            The Clubhouse 43.3% 45.0% 10.0% 1.7% 60 1.70 2 6 1 7
b Paint & upkeep of building exteriors 3.1%          45.3% 45.3% 6.3% 64 2.55 3 2 1 3
c Exterior Lighting (Patios & Front entries)           4.8% 43.5% 45.2% 6.5% 62 2.53 3 3 2 5
d Sidewalk/Stoop/Patio Maintenance  4.7%          20.3% 53.1% 21.9% 64 2.92 3 1 2 3
e Upkeep of landscaping (shrubs & trees)        0.0% 18.5% 36.9% 44.6% 65 3.26 3 1 2 2
f Quality of lawn care (mowing, leaves)        4.8% 31.7% 33.3% 30.2% 63 2.89 3 1 3 4
g Exterior storage areas & doors 1.7%          36.7% 41.7% 20.0% 60 2.80 3 4 3 7
h Maintenance of gutters & downspouts 5.2%          34.5% 41.4% 19.0% 58 2.74 3 7 2 9
i Property wide storm water drainage 1.7%          19.0% 24.1% 55.2% 58 3.33 4 8 1 9
j Fire barriers between Units (not visible)        8.7% 21.7% 34.8% 34.8% 23 2.96 3 42 2 44
Very Somewhat Not very Not at all Valid Responses  Invalid Data 
A1 
#2 
Overall, how PROUD are you of Brentwood's  
looks as a whole? Would you say you are: 11.3%        54.8% 29.0% 4.8% 62 2.274 2 5
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SECTION A: Community Attitudes     
II. Civic Interests 
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  Excellent Good   Fair Poor Valid Responses Invalid  Data 
A2 
#3 
How would you rate The Brentwood Community on 
each of the following points:           
a The spirit of Brentwood's progressiveness and civic involvement  -         33.3% 38.9% 27.8% 36 2.94 3 29 2 31
b 
The extent to which residents & owners are 
INTERESTED in being informed & made aware of 
Brentwood's needs & problems 
6.1%         51.0% 34.7% 8.2% 49 2.45 2 15 3 18
c 
The willingness of residents & owners to provide 
input or volunteer services to help Brentwood 
achieve its goals 
2.4%         31.0% 47.6% 19.0% 42 2.83 3 23 2 25
  Very Somewhat Not very Not at all Valid Responses Invalid  Data 
A2 
#4 
How LIKELY are you to vote in the next Brentwood 
Hill Township (or local) election? 58.7%       12.7% 25.4% 3.2% 63
1.73
0 1 -
4 
(2=N/
A 
4 
  1x or more per mnth 3-4x year 1-2x year Never Valid Responses Invalid  Data 
A2 
#5 
How often do you volunteer in the Brentwood Hill 
community, or where you currently reside? 42.5%         16.7% 15.2% 25.8% 66
3.30
3 3 1 1
  Every meeting 
1/2 the 
meetings
Very few 
meetings  
No 
meetings Valid Responses Invalid  Data 
A2 
#6 
On average, how often do you attend Brentwood 
monthly board meetings? 6.1%          4.5% 31.8% 57.6% 66 4.3 5 1 1
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A
PPESECTION A: Community Attitudes     
II. Civic Interests (Continued) 
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  Extremely Very Somewhat Not Valid Responses Invalid Data 
A2 
#7 
How IMPORTANT is it for The Brentwood HOA to 
have good relationships with the following groups or 
organizations: 
          
a Local government agencies (Township., Water/Sewer)           39.1% 42.2% 12.5% 6.3% 64 1.9 2 3
b Area Schools  (Universities, Elementary Schools, etc.)           12.7% 38.1% 34.9% 14.3% 63 2.5 2 4
c Local Businesses (tradesmen, banks, etc.) 12.5% 34.4% 40.6% 12.5%       64 2.5 3 3
d Neighboring civic groups (Oaks II, Glen Lennox, etc.)           17.2% 45.3% 32.8% 4.7% 64 2.3 2 3
e Other area HOAs (Finley Forest, Village West, etc.)           10.9% 26.6% 45.3% 17.2% 64 2.7 3 3
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SECTION A: Community Attitudes 
III. Management & Community Rules 
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Excellent Good Fair Poor Valid Responses Invalid Data 
A3 
#8 
How would you rate The Brentwood Community 
on each of the following points:           
a The effectiveness of the Home Owners Association 5.4%       39.3% 39.3% 16.1% 56 2.66 3 9 2 11 
b The effectiveness of the Property Management Company 1.9%       27.8% 40.7% 29.6% 54 2.98 3 11 2 13 
c 
The willingness of the HOA to seek majority 
input from members & tenants on the future 
direction of Brentwood 
16.4%       34.5% 27.3% 21.8% 55 2.55 2 10 2 12 
Very Good Average Inadequate Very inadequate Valid Responses Invalid Data 
A3 
#9 
How well does Brentwood's Home Owners 
Association do in keeping residents and owners 
informed about community news, issues and 
activities? 
18.8%         50% 20.3% 10.9% 64 2.23 2 2 1 3
Very Somewhat Not very Not at all Valid Responses Invalid Data 
A3 
#10 
How RESPONSIVE is Brentwood's Home 
Owners Association to your needs as a resident 
or property owner? 
18.2%         43.6% 23.6% 14.5% 55 2.35 2 10 2 12
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PPESECTION A: Community Attitudes      
III. Management & Community Rules (Continued) 
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Good Fair Poor No Valid Responses Invalid Data 
A3 
#11 
How well did you UNDERSTAND Brentwood's 
covenants, rules and restrictions BEFORE buying 
or renting? 
24.2%         37.9% 21.2% 16.7% 66 2.30 2 - 1 1
A3 
#12 
How about now? How well do you UNDERSTAND 
Brentwood's covenants, rules and restrictions? 47%         39.4% 10.6% 3% 66 1.70 2 - 1 1
Very Somewhat Not very Not at all Valid Responses Invalid Data 
A3 
#13 
How APPROPRIATE do you feel Brentwood's rules 
and restrictions are for our community? 40%         53.3% 5% 1.7% 60 1.68 2 6 1 7
A3 
#14 
How APPROPRIATE do you feel Brentwood's 
architectural controls or restrictions are for our 
community? 
34.9%         60.5% 2.3% 2.3% 43 1.72 2 23 1 24
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SECTION A: Community Attitudes      
IV. Social Interests & Amenity Usage 
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Very Somewhat Not very Not at all Valid Responses Invalid Data 
A4 
#5 
How IMPORTANT is it to you that The Brentwood 
Home Owners Association Sponsor the following 
activities? 
          
a Monthly HOA Board meetings open to all owners; renters' by invitation or request 53.0%         33.3% 6.1% 7.6% 66 1.68 1 1 - 1
b Regular resident meetings; renters & owners  (other than board meetings) 24.6%         50.8% 16.9% 7.7% 65 2.08 2 2 - 2
c Community wide parties or social gatherings       12.5% 40.6% 34.4% 12.5% 64 2.47 2 3 - 3
d Neighborhood watch program (e.g., crime, emergency response) 54.5%         37.9% 3% 4.5% 66 1.58 1 1 - 1
  Extremely Very Somewhat Not Valid Responses Invalid Data 
A4 
#6 
Please list other social, cultural, or educational 
activities you would like to see supported by the 
HOA and how IMPORTANT are they to you 
personally? 
          
e.1 
All examples Cited (e.g., book clubs, stock clubs, 
live entertainment, lectures or seminars, potluck 
suppers, cooking clubs, weight watchers) 
1     - 5 8 14 n/a n/a n/a 38 38
e.2 Social Gatherings: Potluck suppers, Pool Party, summer social hours 2          1 4 - 7 n/a n/a n/a 38 38
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A
PPESECTION A: Community Attitudes      
IV. Social Interests & Amenity Usage (Continued) 
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A4 
#6 
Please list other social, cultural, or educational 
activities you would like ………….? (Continued)       
  Extremely Very Somewhat Not Valid Responses Invalid Data 
e.3 Seminars or Lectures  1 1 - 2 n/a     n/a - 38 38
e.4 Special Interest Groups: Gardening, Weight Watchers, other 1         1 1 - 3 n/a n/a - 38 38
e.5 Games: Bridge or others - 1 2 - 3 n/a     n/a - 38 38
e.6 Fitness: Equipment/Exercise Activities 1 1 - - 2 n/a     n/a - 38 38
e.7 Craft & Art Exhibits - - 1 - 1 n/a     n/a - 38 38
e.8 Information Sharing about condo improvements 1 - - - 1 n/a     n/a - 38 38
e.9 "improvement" activities;"fence painting party" 1 - - - 1 n/a     n/a - 38 38
  Daily or Weekly Monthly 
Hardly 
Ever Never Valid Responses Invalid Data 
A4 
#17 
Do you, your family, friends or roommates use any 
of the following Brentwood or local community 
amenities? 
          
a The swimming pool in season 41.0% 13.1%        24.6% 21.3% 61 3.11 3 3 3 6
b The clubhouse 1.6% 8.2% 27.9%       62.3% 61 4.49 5 4 2 6
c The nature trail (adjacent to 54/Rogerson)         30.5% 15.3% 15.3% 39.0% 59 3.49 4 6 2 8 
d Playground/tennis/fields on Oakwood Drive 6.6% 9.8% 19.7% 63.9% 61 4.41    5 4 2 6 
e 
Do you walk, run, bike or roller blade in our 
neighboring communities  
(e.g., Burning Tree, Rogerson, Meadowmont) 
65.5%         13.1% 8.2% 13.1% 61 2.38 2 4 2 6 
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Very Somewhat Not very Not at all Valid Responses Invalid Data 
B 
#1 
How IMPORTANT is it to you that Brentwood's 
newsletter contain the following:           
a Newcomer announcements 29% 38.5%        23.1% 9.2% 65 2.12 2 - 2 2
b Upcoming Brentwood activities  (e.g., Mtg schedule, social events)  59.1%         31.8% 7.6% 1.5% 66 1.52 1 - 1 1
c Summary of Board actions  (e.g., work orders, fines levied) 69.2%         27.7% 0.0% 3.1% 65 1.37 1 - 2 2
c General interest articles  (e.g., resident profiles, local news) 16.7%         45.5% 25.8% 12.1% 66 2.33 2 - 1 1
d Advertisements  (e.g., for sale, local merchants) 20.0%         33.8% 29.2% 16.9% 65 2.43 2 - 2 2
All         
the time 
Most of     
the time 
Some of    
the time Infrequently Valid Responses Invalid Data 
B 
#2 
How often do you read Brentwood's 
Community newsletter? 64.0%         20.0% 12.0% 4% 50 1.56 1 15 2 17
Weekly Monthly Quarterly As needed Valid Responses Invalid Data 
B 
#3 
How often would you like Brentwood's 
newsletter to be published?  1.6%         43.8% 45.3% 9.4% 64 2.63 3 - 3 3
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  Very Somewhat Not very Not at all Valid Responses Invalid Data 
B 
#4 
How IMPORTANT is it to you that the following 
information be provided by Brentwood's HOA:           
a Published current directory of residents, owners and agents 37.5%         35.9% 15.6% 10.9% 64 2.00 2 - 3 3
b Who to contact information sheet  (e.g., HOA, Propty Mngt, Twnshp) 80.0%         16.9% 1.5% 1.5% 65 1.25 1 - 2 2
c Brentwood legal document  (e.g., Articles of Incorp., Rules & Regulations) 55.4%         26.2% 16.9% 1.5% 65 1.65 1 - 2 2
d Monthly HOA Board meeting minutes; including financials 59.4%         29.7% 4.7% 6.3% 64 1.58 1 - 3 3
e Resident handbook/welcome package for newcomers 62.5%         31.3% 3.1% 3.1% 64 1.47 1 - 3 3
f Directory of contractors; recommended or whom to avoid 60.9%         20.3% 14.1% 4.7% 64 1.63 1 - 3 3
g Maps of Brentwood (e.g., unit floor plans, building site plans) 32.8%         39.1% 18.8% 9.4% 64 2.05 2 - 3 3
h Other           -
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SECTION C: Resident Attitudes 
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Excellent Good Fair Poor Valid Responses Invalid Data 
C 
#1 
How would you rate The Brentwood 
Community on each of the following points:           
a Friendliness & neighborliness  22.0%        52.0% 26.0% - 50 2.04 2 - 17 17
b The ease with which newcomers are accepted and made to feel at home 18.8%         43.8% 20.8% 16.7% 48 2.35 2 2 17 19
c 
The willingness of residents to speak openly 
on problems they think are impacting The 
Community 
20.0%         40.0% 35.6% 4.4% 45 2.24 2 5 17 22
Yes No Valid Responses Invalid Data 
 C 
#2 
If you are a renter, have you considered 
buying a property in The Community? 40.0%          60.0% 10 1.6 2 1 56 57
4 or more 2 - 3 One None Valid Responses Invalid Data 
C 
#3 
How many of your neighbors in The 
Community do you:           
a Know by name 74.0% 23.9%       2.2% - 46 2.72 3 4 17 21
b Have occasion to socialize with 17.4%         32.6% 21.7% 28.3% 46 4.50 5 4 17 21
c Have a home phone number for         (or e-mail address) 20.1%         28.9% 22.2% 28.9% 45 4.51 5 5 17 22
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Very Somewhat Not very Not at all Valid Responses Invalid Data 
C 
#4 
How SAFE do you feel living in The Brentwood 
community? 72.9%        27.1% 0.0% - 48 1.27 1 2 17 19
C 
#5 
How RESPECTFUL of others do you feel your 
neighbors are in The Brentwood community? 
(e.g., do they remind visitors to park in appropriate 
spaces, keep noise down, adhere to Rules & Regs) 
44.0%        42.0% 14.0% - 50 1.70 2 17 17
Very 
Positive 
Somewhat
Positive 
Somewhat 
Negative 
Very 
Negative Valid Responses Invalid Data 
C 
#6 
Overall, what is your opinion about living in 
The Brentwood Community; how do you feel 
about the community? 
43.8%         39.6% 14.6% 2.1% 48 1.75 2 2 17 19
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SECTION D: Owner Attitudes 
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  Increasing Rapidly 
Increasing 
Slightly 
Remaining 
Stable 
Decreasing 
Slightly Valid Responses Invalid Data 
D 
#1 
Do you believe property values in The 
Brentwood Community are: 16.0%           36.0% 20.0% 28.0% 50 2.6 2 6 11 17
  Very Somewhat Not very Not at all Valid Responses Invalid Data 
D 
#2 
Concerning the financial operations of 
Brentwood, how SATISFIED are you 
with the following? 
           
a Information you receive as to the financial status of Brentwood 24.5%         32.7% 30.6% 12.2% 49 2.31 2 7 11 18
b Your understanding of how assessment dollars are spent 25.5%         41.2% 19.6% 13.7% 51 2.22 2 5 11 16
c Appropriateness of the current assessment given Brentwood's age 16.7%          47.9% 25.0% 10.4% 48 2.29 2 1 7 11 19
d Your understanding of Brentwood's long term financial planning 11.5%         28.8% 44.2% 15.4% 52 2.63 3 4 11 15
e Knowing whom to contact for details on Brentwood's financial status 15.7%         31.4% 33.3% 19.6% 51 2.57 3 5 11 16
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SECTION D: Owner Attitudes (Continued) 
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Under $150 $151-$175 $176-$200
> $200 or 
Whatever 
Necessary 
Valid Responses Invalid Data 
D 
#3 
Considering the age of Brentwood what 
would you consider to be a reasonable 
amount for total monthly dues and 
assessments combined? 
47.1%          21.6% 11.8% 19.6% 51 2.00 2 1 4 11 16
Understand Pay but be unhappy 
Consider 
Selling 
Forced to 
move/sell Valid Responses Invalid Data 
D 
#4 
If dues & assessments exceeded what 
you considered reasonable would you: 9.6%         48.1% 36.5% 5.8% 52 2.38 2 - 4 11 15
Yes No Valid Responses Invalid Data 
D 
#5 
Please indicate your involvement with 
the Brentwood Community Association:            
a Do you currently serve on HOA Board  3.7% 96.3%   54 1.96 2 - 2 11 13 
b If you answered NO to 5a, have you served on the Board in the last 10 yrs 6.0%        94.0% 50 1.94 2 - 4 13 17
c Do you serve on any HOA committees 20.4%        79.6% 54 1.80 2 - 2 11 13
d Did you vote in the 2001 HOA election          68.5% 31.5% 54 1.31 1 - 2 11 13
e Have you attended an Annual Association meeting in the last 5 yrs 54.7%        45.3% 53 1.45 1 - 2 12 14
f Do you intend to be at this yrs meeting?          67.9% 32.1% 53 1.32 1 - 3 11 14
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SECTION D: Owner Attitudes (Continued) 
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Free  
(or < $10) $11 - $50 
$51 - $75 (1 
> $75) Won't use Valid Responses Invalid Data 
D 
#6 
What amount would you be willing to 
pay as a member of Brentwood for using 
the new clubhouse? 
32.6%         28.8% 5.7% 32.7% 52 2.38 2 - 4 11 15
Very 
Functional
Somewhat 
Functional
Not very 
functional 
Not at all 
functional Valid Responses Invalid Data 
D 
#7 
Do you feel the new clubhouse offers 
enough functionality to maximize its 
usage by Brentwood members? 
19.4%         38.9% 22.2% 19.4% 36 2.42 2 16 4 11 31
  Very Somewhat Not very Not at all Valid Responses Invalid Data 
D 
#8 
How LIKELY are you to make 
improvements to your home during the 
next two years? 
42.6%        31.5% 25.9% - 54 1.83 2 - 2 11 13
Investment 
Property 
Temporary 
Residence
Permanent 
Residence
2nd Home/ 
Other Valid Responses Invalid Data 
D 
#9 
Do you consider your Brentwood 
condominium as an: 25.5%         21.8% 43.6% 9.1% 55 2.42 3 - 1 11 12
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Highly 
Satisfied 
Won't Sell 
Would 
consider at 
15% above 
market 
Would 
consider at 
5% above 
market 
Would 
consider 
selling at 
mkt or less
Valid Responses Invalid Data 
D 
#10 
Based on your level of satisfaction with 
The Brentwood community, under which 
of the following circumstances would 
you consider selling your home? 
21.4%          38.1% 19.0% 21.4% 42 2.43 2 9 5 11 25
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SECTION E: Demographics 
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Resident 
Owner 
NonResident 
Owner Renter   
E 
#1 Are you a: 58.2% 25.4% 16.4%   67 1.58 1 - - 0
Less than  
1 year 
Between  
1-5 years 
Between  
6-10 years 
Over 11 
years Valid Responses Invalid Data 
E 
#2 
If you are a resident-owner or renter, how 
long have you live in the Community? 18.0%        48.0% 20.0% 14.0% 50 2.30 2 - 17 17
Yes: 
1 - 5 years 
Yes: 
11 + years Valid Responses Invalid Data 
E 
#3 
If you are a non-resident owner, did you 
ever live in Brentwood, and if so, how long? 80.0%      20.0% 5 2.4 2 1 61 62
Yes No Valid Responses Invalid Data 
E 
#4 
If you are a resident owner, did you initially 
rent in Brentwood before buying? 17.9%      82.1% 39 1.82 2 - 28 28
Access to 
email 
Computer 
NO email 
No 
Computer  Valid Responses Invalid Data 
E 
#5 
Do you have a computer or other device at 
home with: 78.5%       6.2% 15.4% 65 1.37 1 2 - 2
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A
PPESECTION E: Demographics (Continued) 
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Female Male Valid Responses Invalid  
E 
#6a What is your gender? 59.4% 40.6%   64 1.41 1 3 3 
Between 
19-29 yrs 
Between 
30-49 yrs 
Between 
50-69 yrs 
70 yrs 
or over Valid Responses Invalid  
E 
#6b What is your age range? 26.2% 29.2%    32.3% 12.3% 65 3.31 3 2 2
1 Adult 2 or more  Adults 
1 Adult: 
2 + children 
2 + Adults: 
1 + children Valid Responses Invalid  
E 
#7 
Including yourself, what is the total count 
and makeup of residents in your 
household? 
43.1%       40.00% 6.2% 10.7% 65 1.85 2 2 2
Student: 
Full Time 
Employed: 
Full Time 
Retired: 
Full or PT Other Valid Responses Invalid  
E 
#8 What is your occupation? 15.9% 54.0%    22.3% 8.0% 63 2.24 2 4 4
Postgrad 
work/ and or 
Degree 
College 
Graduate 
Some 
College 
/HS Grad 
Trade, 
Technical or 
VoTech 
Valid Responses Invalid  
E 
#10 
What is the highest level of education you 
personally have completed? 51.6%       28.1% 17.2% 3.1% 64 1.72 1 3 3
No Pets Cat Dog Other Valid Responses Invalid  
E 
#12 Do you have a household pet(s)? 42.4%     30.5% 23.7% 3.4% 59 1.88 2 8 8
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A
PPESECTION F: Comments 
Note:  Some respondents made comments on the survey in locations other than Section F.  Those comments 
are indicated by the question number they relate to, along with their responses. Items in  CAPS indicate the 
respondent underlined these words for emphasis. 
 
 Comments Related to Aesthetics & Maintenance 
1 Our unit [1100 Building] will be vacant beginning Feb 1st -- so our major concern is how [The Homeowners Association] meets the needs of investment owners to keep units filled with good renters. 
2 Not concerned about things social at the [Community]. Just things financial and that includes property upkeep. 
3 MOST IMPORTANT CONCERN: PROPERTY INCREASE IN VALUE [written 3 times for emphasis] 
4 I did not complete and return original [survey] as I do not live in my unit.  It is managed by a real estate firm, and I don't know the names of my tenants. Sorry I didn't know enough to help you. 
5 I am very concerned about [one of our] units [in 100 building] which has had terrible drainage/flooding problems and has remained empty for 6 months although completely repainted & new carpet. 
6 Please sell my condo [located in 100 Building] 
7 Let me leave you with one final thought: willing to pay what it takes to increase property value. 
8 Let me tell you what I'm really thinking: do not want to be the Meadowmont ghetto 
9 Our reputation in the community is poor as a consequence [of the drainage problem] and [our Condominium Community] considered sub-standard. 
10 You want to know what's really on my mind?: MOST IMPORTANT CONCERN: PROPERTY INCREASE IN VALUE 
11 Of the 'so called "upscale" condo communities [Brentwood] is not doing well with more rental & "for sale" units vacant than Summerfield Crossing, Kirkwood. At the next level down, the same, Village Green. If you are interested I can provide specifics. 
12 I'm willing to pay a somewhat higher dues in order to keep property values increasing 
13 I will be selling my condo for a newer home in Durham -- Less repairs, no HOA fees, and am able to afford a home in Durham County where I'm not able to in Brentwood Hill Twnshp.  Unfortunately, housing in Brentwood Hill is becoming accessible only for the well-off. 
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A
PPESECTION F: Comments  (Continued) 
 
 
 Comments Related to Aesthetics & Maintenance (continued) 
14 I am in processing of selling a unit purchased for twin daughters while in school -- I really can't contribute much to this [survey] 
15 D_1 Do you believe property values in the Community are.....?  Response: Decreasing slightly because of appearance & flooding 
16 Actually my unit is sold and I will be leaving in April, I think. 
 Comments Related to Management & Community Rules 
17 
I guess I am angry to think that as an owner I have been FIGHTING FOR my rights all the time I have lived here. There have been a 
long succession of renters [adjacent] to me and it has been a nightmare. Owners here have NO rights and no protection.  I am not 
alone in these feelings, sadly. Powerlessness is a terrible feeling and colors a community. 
18 We feel that the current HOA Board & management company are indifferent to our needs. A general attitude of confrontation: decision making whimsical and prejudicial and subjective. Management company not interested in owners' suggestions, nor HOA Board! 
19 I think the management company is horrible and very unresponsive. 
20 
My attempts at contacting Director of our HOA have been completely unsuccessful -- letters and phone calls go completely unanswered 
(none recently since I was unsuccessful in prior attempts at contact)-- In addition, current management company offers non-resident 
owners NOTHING -- and I found them both rude and completely unhelpful when I needed help/information.  As you can see, I have 
been most dissatisfied over the past 2 years or so -- and my assessment fees continue to go up -- I can't even get my name changed 
on records there.  I have NEVER used my [legal] first name at all 
21 
As a renter I feel the level of care and response to renter concerns has dropped drastically since the change of management 
companies. I do not know the reasons the change was made, but our level of satisfaction living here in [Brentwood] has dropped 
significantly.  In fact, we have urged others looking for rental properties to avoid the management company, thus ruling out [Brentwood] 
as a rental possibility. If I were an owner I would feel inclined to investigate how this change has affected renters, particularly if I ever 
planned to use my own unit as a rental in the future. 
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A
PPESECTION F: Comments  (Continued) 
 
 
 Comments Related to Management & Community Rules (continued) 
22 My experience is that the management is TOTALLY unresponsive to my requests  (that my diseased bush by my door be treated). 
23 Although I am not unhappy at [Brentwood], I do believe there is a lack of communication between the management, board and residents. 
24 Please limit pets -- as the rules require 20 lbs(?) or less. 
25 I am glad you are enforcing the rules more -- For Sale signs, etc. were out of hand 
26 At the one meeting I attended I came away with the feeling that the Board, although trying, resented criticism of their policies and of how the management company handled complaints. 
27 From what I understand NO ONE may operate a home based business.  This includes, I assume, on-line business as well. How behind the times this association is! The town of Brentwood Hill strongly supports "cottage industries!" 
28 A_8b:  How would you rate the effectiveness of the Property Management Company? Response: Horrible 
29 A_12: How about now? How well do you understand the Community rules & restrictions? Response: The Association does not follow through on enforcing the community rules & restrictions 
 Comments Related to Social Interests & Amenities 
30 I'd like to have an organized outside window washing - get a group rate for that; also have second-floor dryer ducts cleaned with a group rate for whoever wants to participate 
31 For the amount of HOA dues being paid, there should be more provided. Area to wash car, grill at the pool etc.... 
32 A hot tub by the pool would be nice. ;:=) 
33 
Owners have paid for renovation of Club House and therefore should not have to pay for its use -- only for the clean up. Also, the club 
house should have a purpose to justify its being. The furniture is inappropriate. There should be seating for more people. The small 
room could have a game table and chairs. 
N
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A
PPESECTION F: Comments  (Continued) 
 
 Comments Related to Social Interests & Amenities (continued) 
34 Full size refrig in clubhouse - current one is too small 
35 The club house would be more usable with exercise space for yoga, aerobic, pilate, kick boxing, karate, etc and equipped with  treadmills, percor machines and some weight machines. 
36 The HOA should make an effort to create a positive public image of [Brentwood]. For example, a spring  "Open House & Yard Sale" 
37 A_17b: Do you, your family, friends or roommates use the clubhouse? Response: Will never use - Because it COSTS so much! 
38 A_17c: Do you, your family, friends or roommates use the nature trail? 4 responses: didn't know it existed; where is it 
39 A_17d: Do you, your family, friends or roommates use the Playground / tennis / fields on Oakwood Drive? Response: didn't know existed 
40 D_6: What amount would you be willing to pay as a member for using the new clubhouse? Response: Free -  We pay enough [as a member] 
41 D_7: Do you feel the new clubhouse offers enough functionality to maximize the usage of the facility by Association members? 2 Responses: I see a big problem with parking for users 
 Comments Related to Information Interests 
42 It would be great to see the HOA provide some of the information suggested in [this] questionnaire for greater sense of community! 
43 Put as much stuff as possible on the internet site including the financials 
44 Furnish telephone numbers to all tenants of Board members to get information concerning problems or needs 
45 Mail out list on individual card or paper of committee chairs 
46 We love [the Community] & want to be better informed and see it survive. 
47 Mail out phone #'s & names of appropriate people to contact on small card, e.g. landscaping issues, clubhouse rental, etc 
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A
PPESECTION F: Comments  (Continued) 
 
 Comments Related to Information Interests (continued) 
48 
To effectively communicate please do not rely entirely on the Community Web site – this is a cop out!  Although technology is grand not 
everyone has access to a computer from home, or likes to read information on a computer screen.  I suggest you increase your mailing 
budget and send more frequent updates until you've confirmed the method each owner prefers. 
49 The information provide to homeowners while appreciated is sporadic, appears to always be communicating in crisis mode, routinely forgets to include contact information, and is poorly written and organized.  Is there anyway we can improve on this in the future?  
50 A_6: On average how often do you attend monthly board meetings? Response: I attend very few meetings because I'm not informed of when the meetings take place 
51 B_1e: How important is it to you that the Community newsletter contain Advertisements? Response: Very – especially listing of properties for sale in the Community 
 Resident Attitudes 
52 C_2: If you are a renter have you considered buying a property in [Brentwood]? Response: No - because units aren't large enough 
53 C_5: How respectful of others do you feel your neighbors are in the Community? Response: Not Very - my space is ALWAYS occupied 
 Owner Attitudes 
54 Our unit [1100 Building] will be vacant beginning Feb 1st -- so our major concern is how [The Homeowners Association] meets the needs of investment owners to keep units filled with good renters. 
55 Not concerned about things social at the [Community]. Just things financial and that includes property upkeep. 
56 MOST IMPORTANT CONCERN: PROPERTY INCREASE IN VALUE [written 3 times for emphasis] 
57 I did not complete and return original [survey] as I do not live in my unit.  It is managed by a real estate firm, and I don't know the names of my tenants. Sorry I didn't know enough to help you. 
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A
PPESECTION F: Comments  (Continued) 
 
 Owner Attitudes (continued) 
58 I am very concerned about [one of our] units [in 100 building] which has had terrible drainage/flooding problems and has remained empty for 6 months although completely repainted & new carpet. 
59 Please sell my condo [located in 100 Building] 
60 Let me leave you with one final thought: willing to pay what it takes to increase property value. 
61 Let me tell you what I'm really thinking: do not want to be the Meadowmont ghetto 
62 Our reputation in the community is poor as a consequence [of the drainage problem] and [our Condominium Community] considered sub-standard. 
63 You want to know what's really on my mind?: MOST IMPORTANT CONCERN: PROPERTY INCREASE IN VALUE 
64 Of the 'so called "upscale" condo communities [Brentwood] is not doing well with more rental & "for sale" units vacant than Summerfield Crossing, Kirkwood. At the next level down, the same, Village Green. If you are interested I can provide specifics. 
65 I'm willing to pay a somewhat higher dues in order to keep property values increasing 
66 I will be selling my condo for a newer home in Durham -- Less repairs, no HOA fees, and am able to afford a home in Durham County where I'm not able to in Brentwood Hill.  Unfortunately, housing in Brentwood Hill Twnshp. is becoming accessible only for the well-off. 
67 I am in processing of selling a unit purchased for twin daughters while in school -- I really can't contribute much to this [survey] 
68 D_1 Do you believe property values in the Community are.....?  Response: Decreasing slightly because of appearance & flooding 
69 Actually my unit is sold and I will be leaving in April, I think. 
N
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A
PPELeading Positive Indicators Combined  Responses  
% 
Positive 
Total # 
Responses 
C_4 How SAFE do you feel living in The Brentwood Community? Very Safe or  Somewhat Safe 100.0% 48 
A3_14 How APPROPRIATE do you feel Brentwood's architectural controls or restrictions are for our community? 
Very Appropriate or 
Somewhat Appropriate 95.4% 43 
A3_13 How APPROPRIATE do you feel Brentwood's rules and restrictions are for our community? 
Very Appropriate or 
Somewhat Appropriate 93.3% 60 
A1_1a How would you rate the physical appearance and maintenance of the Clubhouse 
Excellent  
or Good 88.3% 60 
A3_12 How about now? How well do you UNDERSTAND Brentwood's covenants, rules and restrictions? (after buying or renting) 
Good Understanding or 
Fair Understanding 86.4% 66 
C_5 
How RESPECTFUL of others do you feel your neighbors are in The 
Brentwood Community? (e.g., do they remind visitors to park in 
appropriate spaces, keep noise levels down, adhere to Rules & Regs) 
Very Respectful or 
Somewhat Respectful 86.0% 50 
B_2 How often do you read The Brentwood Community newsletter? All the Time or Most of the Time 84.0% 50 
C_6 Overall, what is your opinion about living in Brentwood; how do you feel about the community? 
Very Positive or 
Somewhat Positive 83.4% 48 
A4_17e Do you walk, run, bike or roller blade in our neighboring communities (e.g., Burning Tree, Rogerson, Meadowmont)  
Daily, Weekly 
or Monthly 78.6% 61 
D_8 How LIKELY are you to make improvements to your home during the next two years 
Very Likely or 
Somewhat Likely 74.1% 54 
C_1a How would you rate The Community on its Friendliness & neighborliness  
Excellent  
or Good 74.0% 50 
N
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Leading Positive Indicators (continued) Combined  
Responses  
% 
Positive 
Total # 
Responses 
A2_4 How LIKELY are you to vote in your next Township (or local) election? Very Likely or Somewhat Likely 71.4% 63 
A3_9 
How well does The Brentwood Home Owners Association do in 
keeping residents and owners informed about community news, 
issues and activities? 
Very Good  
or Average 68.8% 64 
D5_d Did you vote in the last Brentwood HOA election (2001) Yes 68.5% 54 
D5_f  Do you intend to attend the upcoming 2002 HOA annual meeting Yes 67.9% 53 
D_2b Concerning the financial operations of Brentwood, how satisfied are you with your understanding of how assessment dollars are spent 
Very Satisfied or 
Somewhat Satisfied 66.7% 51 
A1_2 Overall, how PROUD are you of Brentwood's looks as a whole?  Very Proud or Somewhat Proud 66.1% 62 
D_2c 
Concerning the financial operations of Brentwood, how satisfied are 
you with the Appropriateness of the current assessment given the 
Community's age 
Very Satisfied 
orSomewhat Satisfied 64.6% 48 
C_1b How would you rate the Brentwood Community on the ease with which newcomers are accepted and made to feel at home 
Excellent  
or Good 62.6% 48 
A3_11 How well did you UNDERSTAND Brentwood's covenants, rules and restrictions BEFORE buying or renting? 
Good Understanding or 
Fair Understanding 62.1% 66 
A3_10  How RESPONSIVE is The Brentwood Home Owners Association to your needs as a resident or property owner? 
Very Responsive or 
Somewhat Responsive 61.8% 55 
C_1c 
How would you rate the Brentwood Community on the willingness of 
residents to speak openly on problems they think are impacting 
Brentwood 
Excellent  
or Good 60.0% 45 
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Leading Negative Indicators Combined  Responses  
% 
Negative 
Total # 
Responses 
D5_a Involvement with Association: Do you currently serve on The Brentwood HOA Board  No 96.3% 54 
D5_b If you answered NO to 5a, have you served on the Board in the last 10 yrs No 94.0% 50 
A2_6 On average, how often do you attend The Brentwood monthly board meetings? Very Few or No meetings 93.9% 66 
A4_17b Do you, your family, friends or roommates use The clubhouse Hardly ever or Never 90.2% 61 
A1_1e How would you rate the physical appearance & upkeep of landscaping (shrubs & trees) Fair or Poor 81.5% 65 
D5_c Involvement with Association: Do you serve on any Brentwood HOA committees No 79.6% 54 
A1_1i How would you rate the physical appearance & maintenance of the Property wide storm water drainage Fair or Poor 79.3% 58 
A1_1d How would you rate the physical appearance & maintenance of the Sidewalks, Stoops & Patios Fair or Poor 75.0% 64 
A3_8b How would you rate the effectiveness of the Property Management Company Fair or Poor 70.3% 54 
A1_1j How would you rate the maintenance of the Fire barriers between Units (not visible) Fair or Poor 69.6% 23 
A1_1f How would you rate the physical appearance & maintenance of the Quality of lawn care (mowing, leaves) Fair or Poor 63.5% 63 
A1_1g How would you rate the physical appearance & maintenance of the Exterior storage areas & doors Fair or Poor 61.7% 60 
A1_1h How would you rate the physical appearance & Maintenance of the gutters & downspouts Fair or Poor 60.4% 58 
D_7 Do you feel the new clubhouse offers enough functionality to maximize its benefit and usage by Brentwood members 
Not Very Functional or  
Not At All Functional 60.4% 53 
C_2 If you are a renter, have you considered buying in Brentwood No 60.0% 10 
 
A
PPELeading Information Interests Combined  Responses  
% 
Interest 
Total # 
Responses 
B_4b 
How important is it to you that the following information be provided by 
the HOA: A Who to contact information sheet  
(e.g., HOA, Property Management, Township) 
Very Important or 
Somewhat Important 96.9% 65 
B_1c 
How important is it to you that the Brentwood newsletter contain: A 
Summary of Board actions  
(e.g., work orders, fines levied) 
Very Important or 
Somewhat Important 96.9% 65 
B_4e How important is it to you that the following information be provided by the HOA: Resident handbook/welcome package for newcomers 
Very Important or 
Somewhat Important 93.8% 64 
A4_15d How important is it to you that the Brentwood HOA sponsor: A Neighborhood watch program (e.g., crime, emergency response) 
Very Important or 
Somewhat Important 92.4% 66 
B_1b How important is it to you that the Brentwood newsletter contain: Upcoming Brentwood activities (e.g., Mtg schedule, social events)  
Very Important or 
Somewhat Important 90.9% 66 
B_3 How often would you like The Brentwood newsletter to be published? Quarterly, Monthly or Weekly 90.7% 64 
B_4d How important is it to you that the following information be provided by the HOA: Monthly HOA Board meeting minutes; including financials 
Very Important or 
Somewhat Important 89.1% 64 
A4_15a How important is it to you that the Brentwood HOA sponsor: Board meetings open to all owners; renters' by invitation or request 
Very Important or 
Somewhat Important 86.3% 66 
B_4c 
How important is it to you that the following information be provided by 
the HOA: Brentwood's legal documents  
(e.g., Articles of Incorp., Rules & Regulations) 
Very Important or 
Somewhat Important 81.6% 65 
A2_7a 
How important is it for the Brentwood HOA to have good relationships 
with: Our Local government agencies  
(Brentwood Hill Township, OSWA, etc.) 
Very Important or 
Somewhat Important 81.3% 64 
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A
PPELeading Information Interests (continued) Combined  Responses  
% 
Interest 
Total # 
Responses 
B_4f How important is it to you that the following information be provided by the HOA: A Directory of contractors; recommended or whom to avoid 
Very Important or 
Somewhat Important 
81.2% 64 
A4_15b 
How important is it to you that the Brentwood HOA sponsor: Regular 
resident meetings; renters & owners  
(other than board meetings) 
Very Important or 
Somewhat Important 75.4% 65 
B_4a 
How important is it to you that the following information be provided by 
the HOA: A Published current directory of residents, owners and 
agents 
Very Important or 
Somewhat Important 73.4% 64 
B_4g How important is it to you that the following information be provided by the HOA: Maps of Brentwood (e.g., unit floor plans, building site plans) 
Very Important 
orSomewhat Important 71.9% 64 
B_1a How important is it to you that the Brentwood newsletter contain: Newcomer announcements 
Very Important or 
Somewhat Important 67.7% 65 
A2_7d How important is it for the Brentwood HOA to have good relationships with: Neighboring civic groups (Oaks II, Glen Lennox, etc.) 
Very Important or 
Somewhat Important 62.5% 64 
B_1c How important is it to you that the Brentwood newsletter contain: General interest articles (e.g., resident profiles, local news) 
Very Important or 
Somewhat Important 62.2% 66 
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